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Look To $787,200 Budget Cut

MSU Regents Reaffirm
University's Directions
Value's and directions for Murray
State University were reaffirmed by
the institution's board of regents during
a discussion Saturday of pending reductions in the 1981-82 budget.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president,
requested a consensus of the regents on
priorities and policies as a guide in
determining how $787,200 should be
reduced from the budget as mandated
by state government.
The directives discussed by the
board Saturday are the immediate concerns of this board" Ron Christopher,
newly elected chairman of the regents
said today. Christopher replaced Dr.
Charles Howard of Mayfield as chairman of the board. Howard, a regent
since 1968, had served as chairman
since 1974 and remains on the board.
"Our number one priority is to increase faculty and staff salaries,"
Christopher said.

In addition to continuing with planned
salary increases, the board backed:
„- Continued emphasis on a strong
athletic program.
Continued strengthening of the
university alumni program including at
least one additional staff member.
Continued preventive maintenance
on the university physical plant.
Continued emphasis on development of quality academic programs.
Curtis told the board that specific
proposals for reducing the budget will
be presented to the regents at their next
meeting in late January or early
February.
"We are looking at every aspect of
this university," Curris said. "There
are no sacred cows. One area we are
looking at is administrative costs from
the president's office on down."
Curris' comment was prompted by a
suggestion from faculty regent Steve

NEW CHAMBER DIRECTOR — Bill Teuton (right), the new executive director of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, shares a few
thoughts with Dr. C.C. Lowry, a member of the Murray City Council.
Teuton was named to the chamber post at a press conference Saturday.

Industry Development
To Be First Priority Of
New Chamber Head
' Industrial development will be iny
number one priority," Bill Teuton, the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce's new executive director,
said Saturday in a press conference announcing his appointment.
"We must set our prejudices aside
and work together," he told a crowd of
chamber members, local officials and
interested citizens.
"We have a building (the Tappan Co.
building) to fill up. But we i the town)
need to improve our image. A town the
size of Murray depends on state agencies for industrial prospects. A. good
rapport with them must be developed."
A native of Jackson, Tenn., Teuton
served as president of DLD Associates,
a private consolidating firm, from 1975
to the present.
Teuton's other experiences include
vice president for economic development for Union Planters National Bank
of Memphis, 1973-1975; industrial
development division of the State of
Tennessee, 1971-1973; executive director of a committee of 100 in Chattanooga, 1966-1971; and executive vice
president of the Weakley County
Chamber of Commerce, 1963-1966.

"I approach the job as a forward and
with enthusiasm, the key to success,"
Teuton, a graduate of the University of
Tennessee at Martin and the Industrial
Development Institute of the University
of Oklahoma,said.
However, the new director did state
that he was not a "miracle worker."
"It's going to take time and it's going
to take effort," he added.
Problems in the community will be
-everyone's problems" while the
chamber will be "a rallying point,"
Teuton said.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president
of Murray State University, agreed.
Curris also referred to the chamber as
"a rallying point" and called for "a
need to work together for the future of
the community."
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley said
the community "is laying the foundation to move forward." He added there
are "several positive things in the community. We need to view the positive
things and look at what we are doing
right."
Teuton concluded by saying that his
new job will have "minister's hours,"
24 hours a day,seven days a week.

inside today
The Murray State University women's basketball team won the University of Tennessee at Martin Christmas Tournament with a 78-77 win over
Vanderbilt University. See today's sports section for complete details.
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cloudy and cool
Cloudy and cool today with
highs in the mid 40s. Cloudy and
cold tonight with lows in the mid
to upper 20s. Clearing on Tuesday
with highs in the mid 40s.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy Wednesday
through
Friday
with
unseasonably
warm
temperatures.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.64
Kentucky Lake
354.60

West that the board might need to look
at reoganizing the university administrative structure.
"Do we need six colleges?" West asked.
Regent Ed Settle, a Princeton physcian, said he feels the administration is
"best suited" to answer such a question.
"I think the board's function is to help
direct the future of the university ... the
administration should come forth with
such a proposal rather than the board,"
Settle said.
Curris said that a review of programs
currently active at MSU is underway
which includes recommendations from
each vice president as to itpw five percent could be cut from their respective
budgets.
— We will try and minimize damage
and maintain the viability of this
university," Curris said. "We actually
may enhance the university and make
it stronger."
One area that the university is trying
to accomplish some savings is in the
costs of utilities, Curris said.
"We are paying $50,000 to $60,000
more in utilities than we need to and
paying for services we are not receiving," Curris told the board. He told the
board that the university is in negotiations with Murray Electric System in
an attempt to have TVA regulations
modified to eliminate the alleged excessive charges.
Athletic Program Supported
West also suggested to the board that
the university may want to consider
less emphasis on athletics as one
method of saving money. West said that
if the football program were to be dropped back from division 1-AA to Division
II or Division III levels a savings could
be realized.
"I appreciate the value of a good
athletic program," West said. "My
main concern is that this board take a
position where, in the long run, we can
decrease our dependency on state
revenue to operate our athletic program:"
"I think we would be ill-advised to
take a step back (in our athletic prograin)," Jerry Woodall of Lexington,
who was sworn in as a new regent
Saturday,said."The only way to lessen
the dependency on state funds is to fill
those stands or raise ticket prices. You
don't do that with losing teams or
weaker schedules."
Woodall's sentiments were echoed by
other members of the board as each
regent was polled by Christopher on
their position on the athletic program.
In connection with the athletic! program, the regents approved the appointment of Frank Beamer as the new
head Racer football coach replacing
Mike Gottfried who resigned last week
to go to the University of Cincinnati.
Beamer has served as assistant head
coach and defensive coordinator for the
past two years on the MSU staff, He
was awarded a four-year contract.(See
additional story,this page.)
Curris reported to the board that architects are continuing to work on plans
for a new basketball arena on the campus. Phase A of the project — completion of preliminary design and
specifications — is nearing completion,
Curris said.
The state has approved only planning
funds for the project, Curris said, indicating that additional progress on the
new arena is subject to approval by the
state Department of Finance and the office of Gov. John Y. Brown.
Museum Renamed
The regents adopted a resolution
naming the museum to be housed in
Wrather Hall on the campus as the
See REGENTS,
Page 14, Column 6

IT'S BEGINNING TO LOOK ALOT LIKE CHRISTMAS — Preparations for the second "A Dickens' Christmas" currently
are underway. The event will be held in Press Alley, between 4th and 5th Streets north of the court square. It is
scheduled for 5 p.m to 9 Thursday and Friday and 1 p.m. to 6 Saturday. Susan and Bill Hart, who originated the idea
last year, head a steering committee of A.W.Simmons Jr., Libby Hart, Margaret Trevathan and David Roos. Working
on greenery are(from left) Juliet Walks, Laura Miller, Georgianna Moffitt and Helga Keller.

Excited About Prospects

Beamer Officially Takes Reins
As Murray State Football Coach
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
All is well that begins well.
The Murray State football program
which Mike Gottfried left behind to
assume his new head coaching position
at the University of Cincinnati remains
in capable hands under the guidance of
f°riner assistant Frank Beamer. who
was formally introduced as Gottfried's
replacement this morning. ,
Beamer, who has signed a four-year
contract with the university, said that
he is excited about the prostiect of taking over a position he had hoped would
be offered to him one day.

Two Arrested
After Sunday
Vickers Robbery
A Murray man was arrested and
lodged in the Calloway County Jail in
connection with an undetermined
amount of cash being taken early. Sunday morning robbery from Vickers Oil
Co., according to Murray police chief
Jerry Lee.
Keith Roach, 18, Route 6, was charged with first-degree burglary, Lee said.
Also in the case, Randall Sanders,
Route 3, was arrested for criminal
facilitation and put in jail. Lee added.
According to Lee, therobbei y occurred about 5:30 a.m. Police gave pursuit
to a 1979 van traveling north on U.S.641.
Lee added that police officers "knew
who they were chasing." However,
police lost the van at Hardin.
Roach then called the police department and reported that his van was
stolen, Lee said.
The van was discovered abandoned
on a glavel road and the money and a
gun were found in Sanders' residence,
Lee said.
Police made the arrests at 7:40 a.m.
Sunday, Lee said.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
the Murray State University Security
Office, the Marshall County Sheriff's
Office and the Kentucky State Police
assistedin the case. Lee said.

Valentine To Present Puppet
Show For Community Theatre
The Richard Valentine Puppets will
begin weekly performances after the
first of the year to benefit Community
Theatre but the premier performance
will be held this Tuesday, Dec. 16, with
Rudolph, the Red-nosed Reindeer, starring in the show.
Shows are scheduled for Tuesday at
10 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. inside the small
'Green Room' of the Old Freight Depot
in the city-county park. The room is
heated, will accommodate about 50
young people, and features a large puppet theatre fashioned after 18th century
street theatres. After this special holiday show, the puppets will appear at 10
a.m. and 330 p.m. every Tuesday starting January 6.
The Puppets, operated by Communi-
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ty Theatre Director Richard Valentine,
have performed throughout Kentucky,
in Illinois, Ohio, Tennessee, Texas,
Florida, and New York. Before moving
to Murray four years ago Valentine produced a children's television program
for CBS affiliate WKYT-TV. ui Lexington. He has been involved in puppet
theatre for over 12 years.
The shows themselves are all original
and performed in an improvisational
style that involves the audience in decisions in the plot all the way through the
story. Other readings and drf matizaLions will be performed along with the
Puppet shows. Parents are welcome to
attend the hour-long program.
Admission is 50( per person. Patrons
are asked to, arrive promptly and
groups should call ahead at 759-1752.
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"Coach Beamer is one of the
brightest, most capable men in the profession," MSU President Constantine
Curris said in his introduction of
Reamer. "Much of the football team'st.
success during the last two years can be
attributed to his work as an assistant
coach.
"He comes into the position with our
full confidence. We do not except a conference championship every year —
that kind of pressure cannot be placed
on him.
"We want to be competitive enough to
be in a position to challenge for the
championship every year.
"I feel strongly about coach
Beamer's potential. I believe athletics
must have a strong ethical base.
"Football represents the best of
amateur athletics. There is some question whether Division I teams can
maintain that tradition."
Beamer talked about continuing
along the foundation established by
Gottfried, while shaping the offense
with much of the same influence he had
brought to the nationally ranked wide
tackle six defense.
"I will always work to represent the
university in a positive manner,"
Beamer said. "My first order of
business will be to meet with the
players and coaches.
"Tomorrow,I will spend the majority
of the day meeting with the players individually. Personal contact is very itn-

portant to me."
Reamer then talked about the direction he will be taking to find
replacements for the MSU coaches who
will joining Gottfried at Cincinnati.
Gottfried's selections have included
offensive coordinator Toni Walsh,
secondary coach Ron Zook, backfield
coach Tommie Liggins and defensive
end coach Jay Bonds.
"I am going to be picking people I feel
strongly about as coaches and as people," Beamer said. "We play. an
unusual defense — there are not many
who have coached it. .
"I think people have to coach the way
they are. I am not going to say that the
replacements will be like Ron Zook or
any of the others."
Reamer said he is still concentrating
on the local area for recruiting players
with strong academic. backgrounds.
"My second order will be recruiting,".
he said. "We are looking at local kids
who are outstanding citizens. We are in
the process of visiting their homes.
"There are four or five players in the
surrounding area who have the quality
and the character.
"We may go after a few junior college
players to help us in positions in which
we are weak, but we will not recruit as
many as we have in the post."
Beamer said that he plans to mid the
offense in the same style he has instilled in the defense.
See REAMER,
Page 8, Column 5

Senator Candidate As
Commonwealth Attorney
MAYFIELD — State Sen. Richard
Weisenberger today announced he will
be a candidate for Graves County commonwealth attorney in the Democratic
primary election next May.
The announcement ended several
months of speculation about the future
plans of the Mayfield Democrat.
Weisenberger said his decision was
motivated by a desire to devote more
time to his family and the opportunity
to make greater contribution to the people of Graves County as commonwealth
attorney.
The two-term legislator pointed out
that circuit judges place great weight
on the recommendations of prosecuting
attorneys on guilty pleas both as to the
length of sentencing and the question of
probation.
"I have always believed that there is
a direct correlation
between the punishment and the crime
rate.," he added,
and the only way
we are ever going
to reduce crime is
by more realistic
sentencing and a
more selective proWeisenberger
bation policy."
"The great social reform experiment
of the past 30 years in which cryninals
were treated with leniency ha', quite
simply, been a failure," he asserted.
Weisenberger is perhaps best known

statewide for his leadership in the 1976
and 1978 General Assembly sessions
which resulted in a recission of the
Equal Rights Amendment in Kentucky.
He also chaired a special governor's
task force in 1977 which produced the
1978 products liability law, a model
since copied by a number of other state
legislatures.
He was a leader in founding what the
media labeled the "Black Sheep
Squadron" beginning in 1976. a group of
younger senators who sought, and even-.
tually achieved, legislative independence from the domination of the
governor's office.
He sponsored several stricter law enforcement measures, including one in
the 1980 session which would have required all convicted felons to serve at
least three-fourths of their sentence.
The bill passed the Senate but died in a
House committee late in the session. He
also was a strong supporter of the death
penalty bill which was passed in 1978.
Prior to running for public office. he
was active in local Democratic elections and served as county chairman
for several U. S. Senate and gubernatorial races.
He is a partner i I1 the Mayfield law
firm of Weisenberger„ Lookofsky &
Null, and a member of the First Christian Church. the Mayfield Rotary Club
and Mayfield lAdge No. 369. I:
He is married to the former Phyllis .
Lampley of Paducah and they have
three children. •
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Communtty Happenings
Monday, Dee. 15
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big Joe's
Fanuly Restaurant.

Monday,Dec. 15
General 1. me nibersh p
meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre will be held at 7:30
Front Porch Swing is p.m. at the old freight depot in
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m, at the Murray-Calloway Park.
the First Christian Church.
'rhe executive board will meet
Reservations or cancella- at 6:30 p.m.
tions for the Christmas
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Celebration on Dec. 16 at 10
a.m. at the tfnn-ersity Branch and Accepted Masons will
at the lodge
of the Bank of Murray should meet at 7:30 p.m.
be made by today with Shirley hall.
Winters. 753-7745. or Meredith
Zehr, 753-9618.

Recovery. Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
"Yuletide Songe Feaste" North Seventh and Olive
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the Streets.
Calloway County High School.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
This second madrigal dinner First Presbyterian Church
is sponsored by the Choral will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
"-Group at CCIIS.
home ofporothy McKenzie.

JUST WHAT
WE AU
NEED
Cheeeh and Chong's
E Next Movie

"Holiday Connections" will
be the program at the
Calloway County Library Arts
Annex at 4 p.m. This is free
and open to the public. Open
house will be from 1 to 5 p.m.
at the arts annex.
Tuesday,Dec. 16
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
the First United Methodist
Church will be at 7 a.m.

THE
PRIVATE EYES",
*DON KNOTTS
* TIM CONWAY

STIR
CRAly
,
3.50•ChNd 1.50

Alit A 0(
AD, I OR 1
(.000 I
•

s

B111,
IM1'it
IRRAY

MEATBALLS
Chestnut St•753-3314

Music program will be
presented at meeting of tile
Southwest Calloway PTC at 7
p.m.
UAW Local 1068 Retires,
along with other retires of
other local unions, will have a
covered dish supper and party
at 5:30 p.m. at the First Christian Church.

Senior Adult Fellowship of
the First Baptist Church will
have a potluck luncheon at 12
noon at the fellowship hall.
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home o, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., at 7
p.m.

GENE , RICHARD
WILDER.
" PRYOR
Together
Again in...

STIR
CRAZY
RI4.1f12.•••_-

nocs
,
As

THRU JAN. 8
—Special Prices —
Adult 3.511•Child 1.S0

Wednesday,Dec. 17
Tuesday, Dee, 16
Second night of madrigal
Murray Art Guild will be
dinner, "Yuletide Songe open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Feaste," will be at 6:30 p.m.
by the Calloway County High
Overeaters Anonymous will
School Choral Department.
meet at 12 noon on the second
Murray Assembly No. 19 floor of the Baptist Student
Order of the Rainbow Girls Center.
will meet at 7 p.m, at the lodge
hall.
Murray High Teens Who
Alcoholics Anonymous will Care will have a party at 803
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end Broad Extended.
of the livestock and Exposition Center.

1,,

Senior
Citizens
Golden Age-Club
To Meet Thursday
The Golden Age Club will
meet Thursday, Dec. 18, at
11:30 a.m. at the social hour of
the First United Methodist
Church.
A potluck luncheon will be
served and a Christmas party
will follow. A movie will also
be shown.
All members and interested
persons are invited.
The club held its Thanksgiving potluck luncheon at the
church.
Attending were Andrew
Rachay; Mesdames Naoma
Schwalm, Artis Fuqua,
Hildred Sharp, Autry Lang,
Birdie Parker, Connie Jones,
Opal Reeves, Blanch Larson,
Mary Ray, Bettye Bridges,
Ruth Chainbers, Calista Clanton, Velma Rose, Dorothy
Rachay, and Floy Caldwell;
Messrs and Mesdames Roger
Burgoyne, Dan Mears, Robert
Davis, Bill Marose, Carl Hendrickson, and Byron Iseminger, members.
Guests were Mrs. Mildred
Ragsdale, Mrs. Lenore Moore,
Mrs. Lorell Kingins, Miss Barbara Shores, and Miss
Virginia Moore.

Guess what
you're getting
for Christmas.
When the paper and ribbon covers the floor around the tree
and the big emotional let down hits you, then what did you
really get for Christmas? You shopped until your feet ached,
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts, you stayed up too
late and got up too early to unwrap a tie you'll never wear, a
blouse that won't fit and a toy that's already broken. What
did you really get for Christmas?
Well, maybe you shopped in the wrong place. A big supply
of love, hope and faith are available at the Christian Church
( Disciples of Christ). The service is beautiful and satisfaction is guaranteed... Everyone can afford it and those who
receive it don't want to return it. It can be used everyday and
improves with time.
And we're open on Sundays.

Hurkeen. Local Scene Editor

Board of Directors of
Senior Citizens centers will
be open as follows: Dexter at Murray-Caloway County Mental Health and Mental Retar9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis dation will meet at 3 p.m. at
the center.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a Christmas
Celebration from 10 a.m. to 12
noon at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray. Call
Singles Class of Seventh and
Shirley Winters or Meredith Poplar Church of Christ will
Zehr for information,
meet at the home of Jerry and
Sandy Fulton at 7 p.m.
Free blood pressure check
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
at the Seventh-day Adventist the Woodmen of the World will
Church. Sycamore at South have its Christmas party at
6:30 p.m. with Sara Alexander
15th Streeets.
as hostess.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforWednesday,Dec. 17
mation call 753-5995 or 435Wadesboro Homemakers
4385.
Club will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Country Crossroads.
SIDS Support Group will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Bridge with Doris Rose as
Calloway County Health
hostess will be played at the
Center. This is for all persons
Oaks Country Club at 9:30
who have lost a child through
a.m.
the sudden death syndrome,illness, or accident. Note
Western Chapter of the Tenchange of date for this month.
nessee Valley Authority
Murray Optimist Club will Retirees Association will meet
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston at 10 a.m. at the Colonial
•
House Smorgasbord.
Tea Party.

Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
have its Christmas dinner
with Margaret Taylor at 11
a.m.
(
(il Interest
Christmas Caroling Party
for the children of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
be at 3 p.m.

(INN WRITHE
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Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.

Tuesday, Dec. 16
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will meet at 7
p.m. in the home of Judy
Sinotherman.

Murray
Ledger & Times

J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have its
Christmas party at the home
of Kim Davis at 1:30 p.m.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open ftOm 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

}
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MAYFIELD PATIENT
T. C. Hargrove of Murray
Route 1 was dismissed Nov. 27
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

DONATION — Members of the Sigma Chi fraternity play bumper pool on a table
recently donated to them by Dr. Clyde Peel Jr., of the Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.,
Paducah. Pictured (from left) are Jeff Perry, John B. Watson and David Reeves.

Wadesboro Homemakers Club To
Hold Holiday Meet, Wednesday
The
Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will have
its annual Christmas luncheon
at the Country Crossroads at
Hardin on Wednesday, Dec.
17,at 11:30 a.m.
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
The club met Nov. 19 at 1
p.m. at the County Extension
Office with Oplia Culver as
hostess.
Pawnee Bedwell, president,
presided, and asked all
'members to purchase
Christmas gifts, if desired, for
the Western State Hospital.
The lesson on "Identifying
Cuts of Meat" was presented
by Ruby Burchett.
Dixie Palmer gave a report
on the area homemakers'
meeting held at Kentucky
Dam.

)
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The Cherry Branch

Others present were Gusta
Conner, Gladys Mitchell,
Audra Futrell, Betty Palmer,
Laverna Hardin, Paula
Palmer, Helen Curd, and
Jewel Lawson, members;
Clara Cunningham and Jean
Cloar, guests.
The next regular Meeting
will be Jan. 21, at 10:30 a.m, at
the home of Ruby Burchett.

MURRAY

Open Mon-Fri. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Now Till Christmas
,

0

THE ACES°

IRA G CORN, JR

There was nothing continuous about prosperity when
declarer tackled today's no
trump game. Nine tricks
were there for the taking,
but he found the way to take
only eight.
West led the spade queen
and declarer made a wellchosen duck. West continued
with another spade and, this
time, declarer's king won.
The diamond suit looked
enticing, so declarer took a
finesse, losing to East's
king. East returned his last
spade and, too late, declarer
paused to study the situation.
He could win four major
suit tricks and four
diamonds, but clearly he
needed a trick in clubs to
make his game. A club was
led to dummy in hopes that
East had the ace, but it was
no dice. West took his club
ace and two more spades
and the game was one down.
After winning the second
spade, declarer should first
develop a trick in clubs, the
only suit in which West
might have an entry.
At trick three, a low club
is led to dummy's jack (if
West takes his ace, all the
better), and then returns to
his king of hearts to try the
diamond finesse.
This loses to East's king,
but all is well. Declarer

•
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NORTH

"Everything in the world
may be endured, except continual prosperity. -- Goethe.
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Vulnerable: Both.' Dealer
South the bidding!
South
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West
Pass
Pass

North
3•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead. Spade queen
already has his nine tricks
and scores his game and
rubber.
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Bid with Corn
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North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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ANSWER: Four spades
North has shown a clear preference for suit play and. with
only one heart stopper. South
has no reason to try three no
trump.
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Send bridge questions to The ACC,
P 0,:Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
-With-self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
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Christmas Gifts
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with a personal touch
Buy One Glass
Or The Whole
Set. They
Will Love It!
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The First Christian Church
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All kinds of glassware etched with names
and initials - coffee mugs, soup mugs,
wine glasses etc.!
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You II save
$508 off regular
dinner menu prices
when you use all
these coupons
Coupon offers good
through Jan 4 1981
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Juanita's Flowers
Inc.
911 Coldwoter Rd.-753-3880
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Couple Is Married 50 Years
cene Editor

Mr. and Mrs. Fuqua
Hopkins of Murray Route 3
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at the home of their son
and daughter-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, 1602
Sycamore Street, Murray, on
Sunday,Dec. 21.
All relatives and friends are
invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
The young Mr. and Mrs.
Hopkins will be assisted in
entertaining by Mrs. Frank
Hart, Mrs. Thomas Lovett,
Mrs. Durwood Lovett, Mrs.
Bud White, and Mrs. Dan
Miller, nieces of the honored
couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins were
married on Dec. 27, 1930, at
the First Methodist Church,
Murray, with the Rev. J. 0.
Ensor officiating. Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley (Estell) Duncan.
Mrs. Hopkins is the
daughter of the late J. W.
( Budd 1 Lovett and Henrietta
Walker Lovett. Mr. Hopkins is
the son of the late Willi,
Hopkins and Jennie Walstoh
Hopkins.
They have one son, Jerry
Hopkins and his wife, Ginnie,
and three grandchildren —
Lisa, Leslie, and Lanette
Hopkins.

mol on a table
la Bottling Co.,
eeves.

1.-8 p.m.
m.
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Reception Planned At
Home OfSon .9t Murray

- Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Will
• .
Meet Tuesday, Alexander Home
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World will have its Christmas
party on Tuesday, Dec. 16, at
630 p.m. with Sara Alexander
as hostess.
A special event of the evening will be presentation of the
Woman of Woodcraft award.
The sorority met Nov. 25 at
the WOW Hall with Diana
Lyons as hostess. The service
project for October was Halloween place cards presented to
the patients at the Long Term
Care Unit of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Plans were discussed for the
initiation on Dec. 14 at 2:30
p.m, for the three new
members -- Gail Smith,
Darlene Morris, and Nancy
Todd.
It was announced that Lisa

Following the meeting a surCumunghani, Kentucky Teen
Ager, and Carrie Combs, Kentucky Little Miss, would ride
in the Rotary Club Christmas
parade on 18...c. 6.

Mr. and Mrs. Dcwward
Cook of Murray Route 5 will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary with a reception at the Conummuty Room
of the Federal Savings and
IA/an Building, 608 M ant
Street, Murray, on Sunday,
Dec. 21.
The reception will be heldfrom 2 to 4p.m.and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend.

New officers elected were
Ann
Spann, president;
Marilyn Herndon, vice president; Diana Lyons,secretary;
Linda
Fain, treasurer;
Ernestine Garland, first
trustee; Judy McCarty, second trustee; Gail Smith,
third trustee; Sara Alexander,
watchman; Darlene Morris,
escort; Donna Garland, senHosting the reception will be
try; Nancy Todd, musician.
their two daughters, Mrs.
prise birthday party was held
Wendell ( Lagena ) Pfeffer of
in honor of Marilyn Herndon.
Dexter, Mo., and Ms. Betty
Games were played and ( Hutson I Allbritten of Murrefreshments were served. ray, and their two daughtersLinda Fain won the door prize. in-law, Mrs. Donald ( Dorothy )
Cook and Mrs. Ronnie
(Sylvia ) Cook, both of Murray.

Conie Lowry To Receive
Law Detiree At Mem his
Conie Lowry, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Lowry of
1010 Westgate in Murray, is
scheduled to be among the
students receiving degrees
during fall commencement
ceremonies at Memphis State
University's Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law,
December 20.
Lowry is vice president of
Phi Alpha Delta legal fraternity and was a member of the
advanced and international
Moot Court. She received her
bachelor's degree from

Celebration To Be Sunday

Southwestern at Memphis.
The graduate, who resides
in Memphis, is the granddaughter of Mrs. S. J. Lowry,
also of Murray.

TVA Retirees
Plan Meeting

The Western Chapter of the
Tennessee Valley Authority
Retirees Association will hold
11(1)kals
ilr. arta iir.s.
its quarterly meeting on
Wednesday,Dec. 17, at 10 a.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
A special musical group
from the Murray Woman's
Club under the direction of
Miss Jana Jones, daughter pleted plans for her wedding
Mrs. B. J. Berrill will present
Guido,
Sr.,
William
Mrs.
row of North Carolina, the program.
of Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. to William Guido, Jr., of
Massapeq
ua Park, N.Y.
vocalist, will begin the
Jones of Murray, has coni- Greensboro, N. C., son of Mr. of
The chapter area includes
The vows will be solemnized ceremony with "Ave Maria."
Western Kentucky, Southern
on Saturday, Dec. 20, in the
The matron of honor will be Illinois, and Northwest
TenHale Chapel of the First Mrs. Sally Matarazzo Hopkins nessee. The
chapter has an ac•
United Methodist Church, of Erlanger. Joseph Guido of tive membersh
ip of almost 200
Murray. The Rev. Dr. Walter Gainesville, Fla., brother of TVA retirees.
E. Mischke,•Jr., will perform the groom-elect, has been
Officers are Robert H.
the ceremony. He will be chosen as the best man.
Douglas, Murray, president;
assisted by the Rev. Martin
The ceremony will be. Paul Crockett, Paris,
Tenn.,
Mattingly.
witnessed by the families of vice president; Travis
Martin,
the bridal couple.
Paducah,
secretary;
S. E.
Christmas music will be
An open house reception will Parrish, Benton, treasurer.
With this special holiday combination
presented by Mrs. R. E.
follow from 7:30 to 10 p.m. on
Johnson, pianist, and Mrs.
John Taylor, violinist, before Saturday at the Jones' home
the ceremony. Miss Page Mor- to which all friends and
SETTLE BOY
relatives are invited.
- Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sett,
1216 Melrose Avenue, Murra,,
(
Of Interest To
are the parents of a baby boy,
Brian Michael, weighing eight
pounds, measuring 21 inches,
born on Sunday, Nov. 30, at
5:12 a.m, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Rickman and Norsworthy
Building Supplies and the
mother is employed at the
Thursday — batter dip fish,
The menus for the Nutrition
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Program for the Elderly and cauliflower with cheese sauce,
They have another son,
Meals on Wheels were releas- potato salad, cornbread,
Jeremy Rhea,32.
ed today for the week. Meals lemon gelatin with mixed
A deluxe
Grandparents are Mr. and
are served at 12 noon at fruit.
sewing-center
Mrs. Walter Settle, Dover,
Friday — liver, green
Douglas and at 11:45 a.m. at
combination
Tenn.„and Mr. and Mrs. JohnHazel, Monday through Fri- beans, cole slaw, hot roll, apnie Hicks, Goodlettsville,
day, and at 12 noon on Tues- ple.
„„
Tenn. A great grandmother is
Margarine, milk, coffee,
day and Thursday at the Ellis
The super space age electronic TouchMrs. E. B. Sizemore, Dover,
Center. Meals are also sent and tea are served daily.
Tronic• Memory Machine Model 2000
Tenn.
out each day.
together with the beautifully styled
Menus are as follows:
Athens 366 fine wood console sewing
Monday — beef stew with
cabinet. Together for the holidays for
tomatoes, carrots, potatoes,
one special price.
green peas, hot roll, pineapple
chunks.
Tuesday -- spaghetti and
meat sauce, spinach, carrot
Bel Alt Shopping Center
and raisin salad, hot roll, rice
crispie squares,apricots.
SINGER
Wednesday -- pork and
'A Trademark of The Singer Company
gravy, cabbage, white beans,
Cabinet and carrying 'case extra on all models
hot roll, sliced peaches.

Their 13 grandchildren are
Karen, Micheal, Phillip, and
Gregory Pfeffer of Dexter,
Mo.; Mrs. Joe (Sharie
Marvel of Long Beach, Cal.;
Cindy, Marty, and Pamela
Hutson, Timmy, Scottie, and
LaDawn Cook, and Christy

Ur. aml IIrs. lhafteard CatA
Cook, all of Murray; Brian
Meredith Gregory of New ConCook of Texas.
cord. Mr. Cook IS the son 01
Mr. and Mrs. Cook were Wesley Cook and Mary' Coon!,
married Dec. 24, 19:10, at the, Bailey Cook of New Concord.
home of Squire Will Patterson
They are retired farmers
with Woodrow Smith and Mrs. Cook worked for
a
Cammie Coleman as their at- manufacturing company
here
tendants.
in Murray for several years
Mrs. Cook, the former Rosie and then retired from
the
Gregory,is the daughter of the Calloway County Co-op
in
late Toni Gregory and Ellen 1976.

HEARING AID ANALYSIS
If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you

suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.

Jones-Guido Wedding Planned

FREE HEARING TESTS
•HEARING AID ANALYSIS
<LEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
'BATTERIES ANC REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
'DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

SINGER

Wrap up a
SINGER Christmas

M7-..25727-14.

See your doctor first...
Then visit us for professional
service!

s'id;1-1,4/vc co
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055

Senior Citizens)

-Nutrition Program Menus Are
Released For Centers This Week

Give
fa zgraff
las Crocks.
And Save.

Murray Sewing Center

he
Cherry's &
The Cherry
Branch
Pre-Christmas
SALE
Savings From

20 TO SO%

LARGE GROUPS

With surgery in between.

II say,
regular

.1 prices

use all
oupons -rs good
4 1981
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&VAIL ABLE

It's called outpatient or same day surgery Arid
it's one of the many programs Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Kentucky support to help keep health care
costs down
You Just schedule your surgery, have your operation, and
go home the same day
Compared to inpatient surgery, you spend less time away
horn your family and tob And best of all outpatient
surgery saves money by eliminating the hospital stay 25%
to 75% of the expense can be saved
Outpatient surgery is not lust for minor problems either.
Thanks to improved surgical techniques many operations
that once involved several days in a hospital can be
handled on this same-day basis And you receive the same
professional, quality care as you would on an inpatient basis
So. if you need surgery, check with your doctor to see if
your procedure can be handled on an outpatient basis
ewe cross
save you time and help hold down health care costs for all Blue Sawed
of us
Dana Dental
With the many advances in medical technology today
would be a good time for you to checti your health care
benefits to see if they will help meet today's costs Write for 91,
information 9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223
All of Le. helpinci each du&

Vil

SHIRTS
ALL BLAZERS
SUITS
COATS
BLOUSES

Pfaltzgraff Glass Crocks with authentic stoneware covers with exclusive Pflavor-lock air tight seal*
store more things, ntore beautifully.
And now thcv do it economically,
too. With beautiful low prices.
Village
Heritage
Yorktowne

45 Piece Sets

ALL CO-ORDINATED

$725°
20% Off

AN Yorktowne Accessories

PAt rS
SKIR S
DRESSES
JEANS
JEWELRY

•

SBORTSWEAR

•

Downtown — Murray
Locatad 1 mile East on Hwy 94

1900 Broadway —Paducah
753-8738

1200 Chestnut — Murray

S.
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EDITORIAL
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STUFF, NoNSENSE

Troubador To
eneration
Radio Belgrade mourned Lennon's death and played the Lennon-S, and the Beatles' impact
non-McCartney compositions
upon popular music and culture
that his murder by an apparent- - that sold 250 million records.
Clearly, the music of John
ly _deranged gunman in New
Lennon
and the Beatles enjoyed
global
truly
York City was a
an appeal that transcended nastory.
tional boundaries and cultural
Reactions of shock and grief
differences. For millions growpoured forth, not just from Euing up during the 1960s. the
rope and the United States, but
evolving music of the Beatles
from Asia. Latin America, and
came to symbolize, and even to
even from several Communist
define, the aspirations of a troucountries.
bled generation.
newsThe prestigious French
It must also be said that John
paper Le Monde lamented the
Lennon,
like so many of his conhope
that
the
"dream,"
of
a
end
temporaries, wandered down
someday, somehow, the Beatles
some blind alleys in his search
would reunite. Radio stations in
for personal peace.
played
America
Asia and Latin
But recongizing this does not
Beatles music as a tribute to the
diminish the value of the imman whose restless talent was
mense musical contributions
the cutting edge of the musical
made by the Beatles and by
revolution wrought during the
Lennon. Nor should it diJohn
men
young
four
the
1960s by
lute the altogether fitting sense
from Liverpool.
of loss and anger over the senseIn Tokyo. a radio announcer
less death of a modern musical
to
-trying
told listeners he was
genius who might still have conwork harder so as not to cry."
tributed so much.
And in Yugoslavia's capital city,

-
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It was a measure of John Len-

Agree Or Not

By S.C. Van Curon

Census Shift
FRANKFORT - Preliminary 1980
census figures released reveal there
are going to be some dramatic population shifts, nationally and in Kentucky.
The flight to the suburbs from the inner core cities is probably the most
dramatic. Louisville and Jefferson
County both have lost large chunks of
their population to the surrounding
counties, the figures tend to reveal. At
least the surrounding counties have
gained in population while Jefferson
county has lost.
Northern Kentucky cities of Newport
and Covington have both lost in population as has Ashland in northeastern
Kentucky.
The Bluegrass area shows gains in
population while early reports from
some of the mountain counties show
gains because of the upsurge in the coal
industry within the past decade. The
Mountaineers who fled in the recession
years of the 1950s and the 1960s are
returning home when jobs become
available. Fayette County has shown more than
20 percent gain in population during the
decade and surrounding bedroom counties have also showed marked gains.
Some of the critics are blaming
school busing for the flight from the inner core cities to the suburbs. The
school census in Jefferson County is a
strong indicator this fact in true there
where the school population has dropped and the percentage of blacks in the
schools has increased.
Another reason given for flight to the
suburbs is inflation, enabling younger
families to buy homes of their own in
the early half of the 1970s and get away
from crowded apartment living. Home
ownership always rates among the top
desires of Americans in all recent
surveys. Interest rates have
skyrocketed in the last half of the 70s
and new home construction has dropped dramatically. The mobile home has
gone a long way toward replacing the
stationary home in the moderate price
field. Skyrocketing building costs is
labeled as the culprit.
Only last week a recommendation
was made in desegration of the
'Cleveland schools that athletic teams
should be at lease 20 percent white, a
sharp reversal( wh#t was heard in the
1960s. Cleveland piblic schools are
predominately black, some up to as
much as 80 percent. The court recommendation is that reverse racial
balance must be used. Athletic ability is
not the governing fact or in the
Cleveland thinking.
Whites and blacks both have complained about crosstown busing to
achieve racial balance in the schools
during the 1970s, and now there is some
talk about federal legislation to bring
some sense of balance to a trend whose
chief goal is racial balance, regardless
of other costs. These ideas were
discussed in the last Congress and the
idea has gained popularity as time
passes.
However, the safeguards must be.
maintained so that the equality gains
made by the minorities in the 50s, 60s,
and 70s are not lost or drastically curThis nation ought to take note of
history and profit by some of the
lessons of the past. We tried for decades
to convert the American Indian to the
ways of thw. white man and failed

miserbly at an unpardonable cost to the
Indian.
We tried to strip him of his
his heritage, his folk lore and his
history as well as his way of life.
Prohibition is another social experiment that failed, but it took the nation
only about 15 years to regret the
mistake and give people a choice.
A choice might be the answer to the
racial problem in the public schools.
Give the parents or children a choice of
attending the neighborhood school or
traveling to another school, but let the
pupil arrange for his own
transportation.

--4

EARTIINE'‘
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria,Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTI.INE: My husband had a
stroke in November and-will be needing
physical therapy and speech pathology
for some time to come. I would like to
know if this type of care is covered by
our Medicare? L.R.
ANSWER: Yes. Medicare Part "9"
will help cover these services when
they are furnished under direct and
personal supervision of a doctor or
when furnished as part of home health
seRtices. These services are covered
also as an outpatient of a qualified skill-

Bible Thought
Repent and turn yourselves from all
your transgressions; So iniquity shall
not be your ruin. Ezekiel 18:30'
Repentenf c is valid only when accompinied by faith in Christ as
Saviour.

Business Mirror

J111111('if

NEW YORK (AP)- Since the stock
market often plays seesaw with interest
rates, it has landed with a disturbing
bump several times in recent days,
shaking the wits and confidence of investors.
And,since the prime rate- they call
it the crime rate around Broad and Wall
Streets - seems destined to lurch
higher over the next few weeks, investors large and small are worried
about bumps to come.
With so much on their minds,
therefore, why should investors make a
New Year's resolution to finally read
what is probably the most prolifically
produced but least read of all stock
market literature?
Why,that is, should the investor read
the corporate annual report, 50 million
copies of which will begin flooding the
mails from about 15,000 publicly-held
companies a few weeks after the New
Year?
For one thing,to get a better notion of
where their company is headed during
, one of the bumpiest times ever for
business, a time when some companies
are going to get thrown right off the
seesaw.
Drexel Burnham Lambert, a
brokerage house which, you might say,
has a vested interest in the market, has
issued perhaps the simplest guide to
reading a report.
In scrutinzing a report, it says, investors should seek to identfy the factors underlying past operating trends
and those likely to provide for future
growth. It offers a checklist of eight
items:
1. The forthrightness of management
in evaluating past successes and disappointments. "Are the shortfalls being
constantly attributed to external
events? Are the good years chiefly attributed to the managerial prowess of
company officials?"
2. The objectives being set for future
earnings growth and return on investment. Such objectives often are contained irl the chief executive's letter.
3. The steps being taken to achieve
these goals, such as piano for new products, marketing programs and capital
additions.
4. The prospects for realizing these
gals.'tflow rapidly are the company's
markets expanding? Witt the company
have to widen its share of the market to
achieve its growth target,How does
the company corimte? What might be

20 Years Ago

ed nursing facility, clinic, rehabilita31, 1980 will sell for $7.95($7.00 per book
tion agency or public health agency as
on orders of two or more). To order
long as the services are furnished under
your copy, send $7.95 to Heartline's
a plan established and periodically
Almanac, 114 East Dayton St., West
reviewed by a doctor. There is limited
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow 6
coverage for physical therapy services
weeks for delivery.
furnished by an independently practicHEARTLINE: If I have to go to the
ing Medicare certified physical
hospital for treatment,..but am not adtherapist in his or her office or in the pamitted, will Medicare cover this? J.D.
tient's home.
ANSWER: Yes, when people go to the
HEARTLINE: I recently saw a copy
hospital for diagnosis or treatment and
of ''Heartline's 1981 Almanac for Older
are not admitted as bed patients, the
Americans" in my doctor's office. I was
services they receive are called "outvery impressed with the variety of inpatient" hospital services, and
formation contained in the book. I
Medicare will help pay these charges.
would like information on where to
order the book and its price. K.W.
ANSWER: Our new book, Heartline's
. /21981 Almanac for Older Americans, is
the perfect handbook for retirement. It
contains complete explanation of Social
Security, Medicare, Railroad Retirement, Veterans benefits plus a countyby-county and state-by-state information and referral,directory of county,
state and federal government agencies
and other organizations of interest to
older Americans. There are also
chapters on such topics as diet, wills,
nursing homes, insurance, taxes, consumer protection, settling your estate
and others too numerous to mention.
This book will normally sell for $9.95
and will be available after January 1,
1981. However,as an introductory offer,
all orders received before December
++44+.44-4-4-14444444444444-1444-44-644-4-ei-44.4-44++++++++4-44,
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The Story Of

Seesawing Rates
the company's response to lost market
share?
5. The changing character of the
enterprise. Is the company maturing?
Is cyclicality of the business increasing
or decreasing? Are the onceproprietary products of the copany turning into commodity-type items?
6. The company's capital needs. Will
internal cash flow be sufficient to provide for both growth objectives and a
higher level of dividends?
7. The structure of the management
team. Is it essentially a one-man show,
or are strong managers to be found
throughout the team?
8. The likely trend in earnings. Is the
growth rate slowing or accelerating?
Were there any unusual causes behind
a sudden one-year spurt or plunge in
earnings power?

Letter To The Editor
Band Thanks
Dear Editor,
The Murray Band Boosters would
like to thank you for helping make the
New York trip possible for our band.
Marching in the Macy's Thanksgiv/ ing Day Parade is an experience that
will always be remembered by these
young people.
We appreciate your donation, interest, and continued support for the
Murray High Tiger Band.
Murray Band Boosters
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Murray Board of Education had purchased 10 lots in the
Bagwell subdivision in south Murray with intention of building a
new elementary school, however reconsidered and sold the property
at public auction to Howard Brandon for $21,390, revenue much
needed by the board in the expansion of educational facilities at
the new city high school grounds.
Expansion of activities by the Calloway County ed Cross
chapter had put a strain on the free-will offerings bud et, which
had Leen calculated at--$9i865 but only $5,919 subscri
-thus--asharp reduction of activities was scheduled for July 1, 1971.
Agitation for the privilege of voting by 18 year old citizens
gathered momentum with conscription of men for armed services
in 1948, intensified with the Korean Conflict and • Vietnam War,
and materialized when the proposed 26th Amendment to the federal
constitution was adopted by the necessary three-fourths of states
in less time than ever before for a federal amendment.
Fair days had the usual round of activities with its raucus
fare of amusements, shows and beauty contest won by Marilyn
Simons on July 12. County fair had become a stabilized financial
institution of entertainment. The fair affords the opportunity of
one big get-together, filling the void vacated by old-fashioned
hooplas of yesterday, including Fourth Mondays.
Although sale of the Bagwell Addition lots by the city board
of education had relieved the financial squeeze, the inability of
the contractor to complete the new high school building on schedule
put a bind on the student body, consequently the board ruled
double sessions for pupils of Murray High and Middle School,
restricted to Middle School accommodations. The inconvenience
was well accepted by patrons, however the new school got underway November 1. Youngsters in the meantime had made a lark
out of the early bird and sunset accommodations.
Inflation was rising like baking powder biscuits, forcing the
President to impose a wage and price freeze, so the President contended, beginning August 15. Little protest surfaced in Calloway
as our people girded to accommodate the standstill, becoming
accustomed to federal controls. To further „stabilize the dollar, the
federal government abandoned the.policy of selling gold at $35 an
ounce, a standard price for decades.
Two men burned to death or died from smoke inhalation in a
house fire at Lynn Grove the night of October 5, despite the efforts
of both the city and Fire-Rescue squads which had been alerted
by a passerby seeing the -blaze. Dead were James Sims, 57, and
Tellus Cole, N. Sims, veteran of World War LI attached to the
First Army Division, was buried in Salem Cemetery. Cole was
buried in Lassiter Cemetery.
To Be Continued

Wanda McNabb, Becky Sams, Bilk.Pinkston, Dan Tinsley, Don Lampkin.s,.
Leslee Bartholomy, Nancy Mathis,Jennifer Taylor, Becky Fenton, Jimmyi
Pasco, Maggie Battle,and Valerie Har- •
rison of Murray High School particiapted in the Union County Invitational Speech Tournament held Dec. 12.
Deaths reported include Herman 0.
Barber, 83, Ralph Notes, Elijah S.
(Lige) Wynn, 76, and Mrs. Robert
(Pearl)Boitnott, 76.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone of 814 ShaWa Circle, Murray, will observe their
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 19
with an open house at their home.
Steven Moody, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Moody of Murray, has been initiated into the Zeta Omicron Chapter of
Pi Delta Phi, naional French honor
society at Murray State University
where he is a senior majoring in French.
Coach Cal Luther's Murray State
University Thoroughbreds set a new
scoring record in basketball as they
rolled over Federal City by the score of
122 to 82 in a game last night.
A Christmas program by Grades 1 to
6 at the Murray University School will
be on Dec. 17. Mrs. Vernon Shown is the
director.

The Murray-Calloay County Airport
Board approved the master plan for the
airport to be located near the Penny
Community off Highway 783.
Deaths reported include Shelia Ann
Barrow,31i months.
Hoyt Roberts, Donald Tucker, H. T.
Waldrop,and HiramTucker have been
elected as officers of the Murray Real
Estate Board.
Jill Tucker and Georgia Potts,
Kirksey, and Phil Housden and David
Kingins, New concord, members of 4-H
Club, and Jamie Potts and Bobby Joe
Smith, Future Farmers of America,
had entries in the Burley Tobacco Show
and Sale held Dec. 16 at the Paducah
Burley Floor.
Dr, C. S. Lowry, head of the social
sciences department, Murray State
College, will speak on "The International Juvenile Deilifquericy" at the
meeting of the Rotary Club at McKenzie, Tenn,
C. Hugo Wilson and Merritt Marine of
Murray have been promoted by the life
Insurance Company of Kentucky.

30 Years Ago
J. R. Story, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Festus Story, is serving with the Army
at Camp Breckenridge.
Deaths reported include Mrs.. Ben
Pittman,64.
The Rev. I,. C. Woolridge is serving
as pastor of the Kirksey Baptist Church.
"Mrs. Harlan Hodges is one of the
most appreciative people that we have
met. It is a pleasure to do something for
anyone who expresses their appreciation like she does," from the column,
"Seen & heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Cole on Dec. 11, a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Howard Elkins on Dec. 11,
and a girl to Mr.and Mrs. 011ie Jones on
Dec. 7.
Will Mac Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Jones, and Jimmy Boone,son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Sr., have
been elected as co-captains of the Murray High School 1951 football team.
Mrs. Amanda White was leader for
the program on "Ways For Spreading
The Light" at the meeting of the WMU
-of the First Baptist Church held Dec. 12
at the church.

. ,•
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 15, the 350th
day of 1980. There are 16 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:

g

On Dec. 15, 1791, the first 10 amenth`l
ments to the U.S. Constitution - the 4..
Bill of Rights - went into effect with t
ratification by Virginia.
On this date:
In 1890, the Sioux Indian chief Sitting
Bull was shot and killed in South
Dakota after a battle with U.S. troops. it
In 1948, a U.S. grand jury indicted t
former State Department official Alger
Hiss on perjury charges.
In 1961, former Nazi Adolf Eichinann
was sentenced to death in Jerusalem.
In 1964, Sen. Edward Kennedy sit
Massachusetts walked out of a Boston
hospital where he'd spent six months
after breaking his back in an airplane
crash.
. Ten years ago: A Soviet spacecraft
began sending back messages from the
planet Venus.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger was awarded the gull
medal for distinguished native sons by
his hometown of Firth. West Germany.
One year ago: The deposed Shah ot
Iran flew from the United States to ex- ile in Panama.
Thought for today.: The .. stnntgest
man upon earth is he who stands alone,
f
4
- Henrik Ibsen. Norwegian playwright
1828-l906.
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lo Years Ago
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Wynn, 76, and Mrs. Robert
Boitnott, 76.
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Jpen house at their home.
Moody, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Moody of Murray, has been indo the Zeta Omicron Chapter of
a Phi, naional French honor
at Murray State University
e is a senior majoring in FrenCal Luther's Murray State
ity Thoroughbreds set a new
record in basketball as they
ier Federal City by the score of
ma game last night.
istmas program by Grades 1 to
Murray University School will
T. 17. Mrs. Vernon Shown is the
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Johnson Says Perch -Like Fish May Solve Problem

Biology Station Director Researches Green Algae
By Johnny Miller
Any landowner who has watched with dismay during long
summer months as monstrous
green algae claimed his
favorite fishing pond may be
encouraged by research being
conducted at the Murray State
University Biological Station.
A perch-like fish of the
talapia family of species
native to Africa and parts of
the Middle East may just
solve the algae problem.
,Party apTalapia have a '
petite for algae j.,•1d t:irive on
temperatures approaching the
bath-water range which take a
toll on native species each
year, according to Dr. Don
Johnson, director of the
research.
While participating in an international research project
in Israel last January to
measure the effects of
chemical contaminants on
fish, Johnson said he and a colleague "stumbled onto the
idea" of breeding talapia as a
pond culture fish for the Murray State region.,.
Johnson obtained breeding
stock of Talapia galilea, never
before studied in the United
States, and Talapia aurea,
which has been commercially

grown in southern states,from
a fishery in Israel and
transported them to the
Hunter M. Hancock Biological
Station. Breeding
experiments are continuing at
the eight-year-old laboratory
operated by the University on
Kentucky Lake.
Talapia galilea, found in the
Sea of Galilee, a salty body of
water located between Israel
and Syria, might be best
suited for stocking. The
species could easily replace
bluegill as a forage fish. And
because the species is able to
withstand the harsh Sea of
Galilee, it should adapt to
farm pond environments.
Annual restocking would be.
necessary because talapia
cannot survive winter4. The
fish die as temperatures fall in
autumn. The inability to overwinter is actually advantageous because it assures the
species would not become
established and pose a
menace to native fish,
Johnson said.
In addition to being a
natural way to cgritrol algae,
talapia are good to eat, tasting
very similar to catfish, said
Johnson. And the fish have a
very fast growth rate. Fry
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Bobby Wilferd and Jimmie
Stephens were elected as
directors for the Jackson Purchase Production Credit
Association at their sectional
annual stockholders rr.<:etings.
A record attendar•ce of 1,380
members and it•ests attended
the meeti:igs in late
November and earl,
December.
The association financial
report was given by Charles
Magness, president, stating
-we are strong financially
with a net worth of approximately 13 million dollars."
He also reassured the farmers
and members of PCA that

Jimmie Stephens

NOTICE
We will have our last auction sale
in 1980 on Friday, December 19,
1980.
Beginning Monday, January 1981
our auction sales will be held on Monday's at 1:30 p.m. We will be buying
hogs on Mondays and Saturday mornings as usual.
Thank You For Your Business.
MERRY CHRISTMAS

PARIS LIVESTOCK
COMPANY INC.
Fairgrounds Road
Paris, Tn.
901-642-1933

ra®

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain 8 Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V# 753-3404
or 753-8220

AVAIL ARLE .

Algae, a pervasive plant
which causes ponds "to
become soupy and green in
summer," causes native fish
to die because of a lack of oxygen. The algae produces oxygen during the daylight hours
by photosynthesis. But the
process is reversed at night.
Catfish are very susceptible
to the algae problem. Johnson
said studies indicate catifsh
populations are increased by
the presence of talapia
because of an improved pond
environment.
Johnson said the second
species, Talapia aurea, has
been bred commercially in
southern states. It was even
marketed locally recently and
labeled "African perch."
A third species, Talapia
villi, has been used with success in irrigation ditches in
western states to control
algae.
Johnson thinks Talapia
galilea or a hybrid of the
various species might prove
hardy enough that city
residents could even grow
them in "kiddie pools" as a
food source. "The species is
sufficiently
tolerant
of
adverse conditions that it
might be grown in small

backyard pools with very little
attention. With the price of
food going higher all the time
— that is something to consider."
Johnson,45,a native of Seattle, who said he was attracted
to Murray State by facilities in
the biological station, said his
primary goal in the research
is to solve the algae problem
of farm ponds. "In the Land
Between the Lakes alone,
there are an estimated 600
farm ponds and most are unsuited to growing any kind of
native fish. To be able to
introduce a species that would
make the ponds more productive, I think would be a
valuable contribution."
The tatapra research is one
of a half-dozen projects underway at the biological station, a
two-story, brick laboratory

located 12 miles east of th,
campus. Other projects include studying why certain
commercially
valuable
species of clams are declining
in the Tennessee and
Cumberland rivers: measuring the effects of adding brush
and other cover material to
the water to encourage fish
breeding; investigating the
potential of increased utilization of rough fish such as carp
as a food source, and continuous monitoring of the
water for contaminants.
Johnson said the biological
station tries to give practical
experience to students by involving them in programs that
are of a service to the Murray
State region. The addition of
talapia research is part of a
continuing effort to develop
the potential of the biological
station, Johnson said.

Erosion Can't Be Ignored
David Unger, associate
director of the Soil Conservation Service, told a recent Tennessee Valley
Authority workshop on soil
erosion that world food needs
mandate change in the way
farmers till their soil.
He said the commission
report predicted a global food
crisis greater than the current
energy crisis will develop
Bobby Wilferd, was re- within the next 20 years.
elected to serve on the PCA
Two successive years of bad
Board for another three-year harvests in any of the major
term. He has been a Member grain producing nations would
of PCA for 15 years. Wilferd cause famine and political
owns and operates a 900 acre disorder and would disrupt a
farm in Southeast Graves vigrld economy already
County. His farming program -455akened by energy shorconsists of corn, soybeans, tages and inflation, he said.
and small grain for feed.
"Thus," he said "we can no
Wilferd is also a director for longer afford,if we ever could,
Southern States, a member of to have continuing serious prothe Farmington Optimist blems of soil erosion in the
Club, and a newly elected Southeastern U.S. or
member of the Graves County anywhere else."
School Board. He and his wife,
He said Soil Conservation
Mary Edna, live in Farm- Service figures indicate that
ington and have two children.
more than half of the nation's
Jimmie Stephens was cropland lost more than 4.7
elected to serve on the PCA tons of topsoil per acre.
board for the first time. He
"From the standpoint of
has been a PCA member since maintaining productivity, the
1975 when he entered into far- average amount of soil erosion
ming on a full-time basis. that can be tolerated on
Prior to that, he was an cropland is no more than five
employee of the General Tire tons per acre per year," he
and Rubber Company for 14 said.
years. Stephens owns 484
Yet Southeastern cropland
acres in Hickman County and loses an average of 10 tons per
operates approximately 1300 acre each year because of eroacres. His farming operation sion.
consists of soybeans, corn,
The service said Tennessee
and wheat, 1200 feeder pigs cropland loses as much as 14
and a 80 cow herd.
tons per acre.
Stephens is on the Soil ConIn addition to destroying the
servation committee in land's ability to nurture crops.
Hickman County and is a new- Unger said, erosion damages
ly elected member of the water quality.
Hickman County School
"Sedimentation resulting
Board. He and his wife, from these excessive erosion
Waynell live in the Jackson rates is a pervasive, serious
Chapel community 10 miles water quality problem, not oneast of Clinton. They have two ly from cropland, but from
children.
other sources, too,- he said.
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
A recent report from the
Presidential Commission on
World Hunger made it clear
that Southeastern farmers can
no longer afford to ignore
serious soil erosion problems.

ALGAE SOLUTION — The talapia family of fish, native to
the Middle East and Africa, could be the answer to algae
problems in farm ponds. Dr. Donald Johnson, director of
the Murray State University Hunter M. Hancock Biological
Station on Kentucky Lake, says the fish have a hearty appetite for algae and could be stocked in ponds in the
Murray State region. Johnson is conducting research on
the fish at the biological station.
Photo Bv Dexter Slaughter

PCA has adequate money to
loan, and is always willing to
work with the member in
financing his farming operation. "Jackson Purchase PCA
has professional, dependable
employees who are dedicated
to the farmpfs' interest and
are eager to service the
farmers of the Jackson Purchase," Magness said.
The report of the board of
directors was presented by the
respective board member of
each county. This report indicated a good year for the
association during 1980 considering the difficult crop
year, and an optimistic
outlook for the 1980's. Noting
the fact that the loan volume
growth has slowed, the report
emphasized this is not alarming and is due in part to longer
term financing and crop
disaster loans along with conservative spending on the part
of farmers this year.
The directors expressed appreciation to the members for
attending the annual meetings
and pointed out that member
participation is vital to growth
and continued success of the
association. This can be accomplished through participa-

Bobby Willerd
tion in director election. The
PCA Board of Directors represent the interest of the
stockholders by setting
policies to be carried out by
management.
The nominating committee
members for 1981 were also
elected, they are: James
Lowry, Graves County; Roger
Hobbs; Carlisle County, Jerry
Graham, Hickman County;
Richard Lynn Major, Fulton
County; Nickie Boulton,
Ballard County; and Eddie
Workman,Calloway County.

Three Calloway Students
In UK Agriculture College
There are three students many areas including
from Calloway County enroll- forestry, landscape architeced this semester in the Univer- ture, agricultural economics,
sity of Kentucky College of agricultural education,
Agriculture. The students and agricultural
production,
the departmental majors they agronomy, animal science,
are pursuing include Cathy entomology, horticulture, inClark, animal science; Gary dividualized programs, plant
Hahn, forestry; and Elizabeth pathology, pest management,
Thacker,forestry.
rural sociology and preThe teaching program in the veterinary medicine.
University of Kentucky ColThe students in this College
lege of Agriculture offers have a unique opportunity to
many opportunities for stu- use the university's extensive
dent development in all areas laboratories, classrooms,
of agriculture and related libraries, greenhouses, field
sciences
along
with plots and feed lots to broaden
capabilities for useful citizen- their background in the areas
ship.
of agricultural research and
The College of Agriculture application of scientific finoffers departmental majors in dings.

We make
house calls.

not unusual to see one of our loan officers out VIS
Sing a customer's operation. We're PCA. Agricultural
lenders who enjoy getting out from behind the desk
—meeting a borrower on his own ground. And
house calls are good torus. They give us a chance
to learn first hand about our customers' plans
and needs
PCA loan officers are knowledgeable
about agricultural credit. Its their only business.
And making house calls is just one more way
PCA stays in tune with the changing to.at of
Amencan agriculture

We're agriculture's
leading,lending hand
0 Lets talk!

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 N. Murray
753-5602
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stocked-in early sununer probably would grow to about one
pound by fall.
"During the summer they
would control algae and be a
fun game fish. By cool
weather,they would be easy to
harvest because as the water
temperature drops, the fish
become disoriented and come
to the surface. All the pond
owner would have to do is
scoop them up and stock his
freezer."
Johnson said talapia start to
become inactive at about 65
degrees and die as the
temperature lowers to about
50 degrees.
Attempts to breed talapia in
the basement of the biological
station were not successful at
first. Like many scientric experiments success was
achieved by accident. "During July the air-conditioner
broke down and water in the
tanks rose into the 80s. That's
when the fish became interested in breeding."
After additional research is
completed, Johnson hopes to
interest state fishery agencies
in breeding and stocking
talapia. He believes breeding
might be done in the warm effluents of power plants.

Wilfred, Stephens Elected JPPCA Directors

lay In History

By The Associated Press
iv is Monday, Dec. 15, the 350th
1980. There are 16 days left in the
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Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If You would like to discuss long-term financing talk to usl
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HEALTH
A
-

trace of albumin

Lawrence E. LamD,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB -- Our
15-year-old son Just had a
medical examination and the
doctor said he has albumin in
his urine Is that dangerous'
He didn't say if he had kidney
disease or not and I'm worried
about it Our son seems
healthy and is active in sports
He had the examination
because he is wrestling on the
high school team The doctor
didn t say what to do about it
either Can you shed some
light on this for a worried
mom'
DEAR READER
Since
your doctor did not suggest
anything to be done. I infer
that he didn't think it was
really important in your son's
case If he had thought it was
erious, he would have asked
for additional tests. it he had
not already done them in the
course of his examination and
Found the results normal
Albumin is a blood protein
We all have it, it is essential in
helping control the flow of fluid into and out of our circulation into the tissues The kidneys are filters. A small
amount of albumin leaks
through the kidney mechanism in everyone The amount
can be increased in some
diseases It can also occur in
some people from just standing, as discussed in The
Health Letter number 12-12,
Your Kidneys and How They
Work, which I am sending
you Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P0 Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019
If there is more than a
trace of albumin present the
urine can be collected for 21
hours and the amount eliminated over a 24-hour period
can be measured. If that
shows there is really an
increased amount, then a
sample can be collected after
being in bed several hours and

compared to a sample
obtained after standing If the
standing sample has a lot of
albumin in it and the resting
one does not, then it is probably a postural effect without
any medical significance
bEAR DR LAMB - I need
to know if it is possible to
firm up muscles if they have
been flabby for more than
five years I am a 30-year-old
female I lost 50 pounds five
years ago without any
exercise and it shows, especially on my bottom There is
almost no muscle tone and it
sags -1 have had good luck
with toning up all other areas
Do you know any good exercises for this problem, which I
can do at home'
DEAR READER - You
can firm up muscles at any
age The principle is to
exercise the muscles you want
to firm up Particularly it is
important to use fairly strong
contractions. You have not
had much success with your
buttocks because the sit-ups,
leg lifts and the exercise that
you may have done for the
rest of your body, have not
affected it To contract the
gluteal muscles over the
buttocks, you must do exercises that belong to the "bumps"
that a stripper might use.
That literally means contracting your gluteal muscles as
you thrust your pelvis
forward, relax and repeat.
Of course, you may still
have fat in that area. In that
case, you won't improve your
bottom until you lose more
weight. In that case, you are
back to calorie control by diet
and general exercise. If you
were desperate, you might
consider the services of a
plastic surgeon who does
cosmetic surgery They are
quite skilled in shaping
bottoms. But you can't develop firm muscles unless you
use them.
Congratulations on losing
your excess pounds.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY,DECEMBER 16, 1980
What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) TA
A reasonable and rational
approach is preferable to aggressive action. Be willing to
sit down to discuss issues.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 201
Romance is exciting, but
avoid clandestine meetings.
Do research on financial matters. Avoid arguments with
trusted advisers.
GEMINI
21 to June 20)

(May

Flirting on the job has its
risks. Watch distractions.
Social life brings romantic
' possibilities.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22 I
Don't mix business with
pleasure. Use common sense
in work-related problems.
Success through clear thinking.
LEO
(July23 to Aug. 22)
Romance is favored, but
avoid premature introductions to relatives. Maintain

4124g

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers

4)060000060.00.0GOO000.0066606000000

who hove not

received their home-delivered
copy of Ile Nerrarlidar I hies by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
310 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 153-1116 between 5:30 p.m
aid 6 pm.. Noisy balk Fraley. sr
3:31 p.a. al 4 pis Sabrayi.
A circukition deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by I p.m. weekdoys or
Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The berm Ledger &
ore II Ls. b 5 pa. Monday
through Friday and 1 11.11 I. WC
Saturdays.

cool on the job. Duet get riled
over little things.
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nr%
Family discussions on joint
assets are indicated. Don't be
rushed into signing anything.
Watch disputes about intimate
matters.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Watch extravagance or loved ones will be put out. Let
reason prevail in talks with
close ties. Compromise.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21) nverDespite distractions on the
job, the way is clear for
finaicial gain. Stick with the
tasks at hand and you will be
successful.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Follow the course of your
heart. Be sincere with close
ties. Clandestine involvements are not your style.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
Don't let friends upset your
domestic routine. You need
peace and quiet now as an aid
to accomplishment. Catch up
on reading.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
There could be a breakdown
in communications now. Double check appointments.
Avoid sharp retorts. Friends
are helpful.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Travel may prove costly
now. Allow for unexpected expense. Concentrating on
career goals will bring progress. Listen to higher-ups.
YOU BORN TODAY can
become noted for your mental
or artistic accomplishments.
Once you have a good education in the field of your choice,
you can go out on your own in
strikingly original ways. You
are a good analyst of cornmmunity problems, and would
make an excellent teacher,
psychologist or counselor.
Science, literature, architecture, music and painting may
also appeal to you.
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Dr. Mark J. Wattier, an
assistant professor of political
science at Murray State
University,
recently
presented a co-authored paper
at the 6th animal conference of
the Midwest Association for
Public Opinion Research in
Chicago. Ill.

Working with him on the
paper, entitled "Mass Media
Use and Ideological Labelling," was Dr. William S. Maddox, a faculty member at the
University of Central Florida
and a former fellow graduate
student at the University of
Tennessee._
In their paper, the two contend that people who use mass
media for information about
politics tend to adopt one of
the traditional ideological
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DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the letter from
CHILDLESS COUPLE, who were considering artificial
insemination. This may help.
For four years my wife and I tried without success to have
a child. We were both tested. She was fine, but the doctor
said that because my sperm count was so low, my chances
for fathering a child were slim. That's when we considered
artificial insemination.
I saw a fertility specialist. He asked me what kind of
shorts I wore. I told him I had worn jockey shorts for years.
He suggested that I switch to boxer shorts — the loosefitting kind, instead of the snugly fitting jockey type. When
he explained why, I thought he was crazy, but I took his
suggestion, and four months later my wife conceived Our
baby is due in March. I'm signing my real name, but please
don't use it. Just sign me . .
FUTURE FATHER
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DEAR FUTURE: When I read your letter. I laughed
and threw it into my wastebasket. But I quit laughing
(and quickly retrieved your letter) after reading
several more bearing the same incredible message!
Head on for a short story that may help some for
whom pregnancy is inconceivable:

Wreath
Reg 3 99 MI

88

DEAR ABBY: There may be an easier solution to the low
sperm-count problem than artificial insemination. First, the
pakor guy should try to increase his sperm count by having a
mare balanced diet. And secondly, he should discard his
tight-fitting jockey shorts and wear old-fashioned, loose.
fitting underwear.
A doctor told me that in order for sperm to multiply
properly, they need a slightly lower temperature than
normal body temperature; that's why nature placed the
testes outside the body. Jockey shorts tend to make the
testes almost part of the body, while loose-fitting shorts
allow the air to circulate, thereby reducing the temperature
of the sperm below that of body temperature.
My wife had prayed for a baby for 13 years, but only after
I changed my style of underwear was she rewarded!
FATHER OF 9. GRANDFATHER OF 4
DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I live together, and it's
gotten to the point where I think we need a referee. I am 28,
and never been married; he's 30 and divorced. We fight
constantly over the division of the household chores. I work
from 9 to 5 Monday through Friday. He runs a catering
business, involving long, irregular hours, sometimes seven
days a week.
I think the housework should be shared on a regular basis.
He insists that housework is not his job — that since he
works longer hours and more days he shouldn't have to do
anything around the house. What do you think?
BELIEVES IN SHARING
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DEAR BELIEVES: Your live-in friend should not
be exempt from domestic chores because he works
longer hours on an irregular basis. When he's home
he should pitch in and do what he can. In a partnership (and that's what living together is) the chores
should be shared.

Reg. 8.97
Heart
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6
88

DEAR ABBY: I disagree with your opinion that female
—police officers are not a threat to the wives of male police
officers. We were happily married until my husband was
assigned to work with a female officer. He told me not to be
jealous of her, that she was a real "dog."
Well, to make a long story short, he divorced me and
married her, and now they have a puppy.
SMALL TOWN. TEXAS
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labels.
Because print and broadcast journalists label politicians as liberals, moderates
and conservatives, they
wrote, people have a tendency
to think of themselves in these
terms.
Broadcast media, such as
television and radio, increase
ideological labelling for
citizens only mildly interested
in politics, they also said, adding that print media, such as
newspapers and magazines,
also increase ideological
labeling for individuals relying upon these channels for inforniation.
A native of Fort Worth,
Tex., Wattier came to the
Murray campus last August
from Samford University in
Birmingham, Ala.
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McCracken Hits Winning Shot In Final Seconds
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Lady Racers Clear Vandy
For Tournament Victory
MARTIN,Tenn. -- The Murray State women's basketball
cleared at least one hurdle it
had left behind as it defeated
Vanderbilt, 78-77, in the_chainpionship game of the UTMartin Christmas tournament
yesterday.
The win brought Jean
Smith, who is in her fourth
year as the MSU head coach,
her first title in three tries in
the Martin tournament. The
Lady Racers were eliminated
by Vanderbilt, 82-63, in the
first round last year.
This year's field had been
expanded to eight teams, putting the Lady Racers in the
position of having to win three
games in three days to earn
the title.
The task of having to win
three straight games came on
the heels of back-to-back
losses to the class of Kentucky's teams against
Louisville and Kentucky.
But the Lady Racers held
on, and in doing so, rallied
from a 10-point second half
deficit with 12 minutes remaining as guard Janice McCracken hit the winning shot
from 10 feet with only seven
seconds left in the game.
We have had three tough
games," Smith said. "That
means we will coming back in
January with a lot more confidence. It is a pleasant, new
feeling to go into the holidays
as winners.
'I think our last two games
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JANICE McCRACKEN

LAURA LYNN
game in the Racers'63-60 win
Saturday night)."
Smith credited the balance
between her senior guards
Laura Lynn and McCracken,
who scored 21 points apiece in
the championship game, and
her inside players made the
MSU offense more of a threat
in the tournament.
"Two things helped us," she
said."One was our experience
at guard. This is their second
year together and they know
what to anticipate, from each
other.
"We are now also able to go
at different points of the game
to a complete inside attack to
alleviate some of the pressure
from our guards.
"Two people do not have to

carry it the bulk of the way for
us.
"When we get behind, the
kids are beginning to believe
in themselves. In the second
half, Vandy was playing tight
on our inside people.
"In the first half, we were
leaving at least two of our inside people on the floor all the
time. Our depth really helped
us tremendously."
After catching up and
trading leads with Vanderbilt
down the stretch, Smith said
that the Racers took their time
setting up the shot they
wanted at the end.
"That play was what we had
certainly prepared us for the
competition this weekend.

Martin played us a super
been doing toward the tail end
of the game," Smith said. "It
was the shot we wanted."
In sharing scoring honors,
McCracken and Lynn were
deadly from the outside as
they hit 10 of 17 and nine of 16
field goal attempts, respectively.
Lynn added seven assists
whelming 40-20 edge in rebounds.
Forward Bridgette Wyche
led the Racers with nine of the
team's 40 rebounds.
Murray State jumped over
the .500 mark to 5-4 after the
three wins and will not resume
their schedule until January 3
when they visit Kentucky.

UK Busy Building Dynasty

Louisville Steals Limelight
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Defending national champion Louisville may have
stolen most of the limelight
over the weekend by upsetting
fourthranked Maryland, but
about 70 miles to the
southeast, a school in Lexington, Ky., was busy building
a dynasty.
Sam Bowie, one of the nation's top big men and only a
sophomore, scored a
careerhigh 29 points Saturday
and keyed a second-half surge
that allowed second-ranked•
Kentucky to put Kansas away,
87-73.
"Bowie is going to be a great
player," Jayhawks Coach Ted
Owens said, "and he's not far
from that right now."
The 7-foot-1 center had 16 rebounds, blocked three shots
and doled out two assists to
pace the 4-0 Wildcats. He
scored seven straight points in
a 12-2 outburst that gave Kentucky a 50-37 lead with 4:30
gone in the second half.
"Sam really warmed up
tonight," Kentucky Coach Joe
B. Hall said. "He was very aggressive up and down the
court. Sam needs that type of
tempo to keep in the game.
"He's had a lot of great
games, but this certainly was

an outstanding one for him,"
Hall said.
The point difference
between Kentucky and Kansas on Saturday was more
than the total difference
between the two teams in their
past three meetings, ending a
series of very close games
between these two rivals. Kentucky has won the past three
years by scores of 73-66, 67-66
in overtime and 57-56.
"I said coming in that, in my
opinion, they ( the Wildcats)
had earned the right at this
time of year to be ranked
No.1," the Kansas coach said.
"They've accomplished more
than any other team in the
country. They've beaten Ohio
State and Indiana, and I saw
nothing to change my mid
tonight."
The nationally televised
Louisville-Maryland game
provided the weekend's only
major upset. The unranked
Cardinals won their first game
of the season after three
straight losses, beating the
previously undefeated Terrapins 78-67 behind the secondhalf shooting of Scooter McCray and Jerry Eaves. The
two scored four points each in
a 12-0 burst early in the second
half to erase a 41-40 Maryland
lead.
"We got our respect back,"
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Louisville forward Derek
Smith said, "and we got that
monkey off our back."
Scooter's brother, Rodney,
led five Cardinals in double
figures with 17 points. Scooter
had 12 and Eaves had 13.
In other games Saturday involving the Associated Press'
Top Ten teams, No.1 DePaul
remained undefeated with an
83-56 victory over Texas; thirdranked UCLA downed Pepperdine 81-63; No.5 Oregon
State clobbered Portland 9257; seventh-ranked Indiana
walloped Baylor 83-47 to win
the Indiana Classic, and 10thrated North Carolina beat
South Florida 73-64.
In the Second Ten, it was
No.11 Louisiana State 87,
Nevada-Las Vegas 73; No.12
Texas A&M 76, Davidson 62;
No.14 Missouri 76, St. Louis
58; No.15 Arizona State 86,
New Mexico 83 in overtime;
No.I6 Iowa 90, Drake 68; No.17
Arkansas 76, Oklahoma City
70; No.18 Michigan 85, Dayton
84, and No.19 Brigham Young
95, St. Mary's, Calif. 76.
Mark Aguirre, a 6-foot-7
Junior,scored 25 points to pace
top-ranked DePaul, which
won its fifth straight game.
Leading Texas 31-28 at
halftime, DePaul scored four
quick points, two each by
Aguirre and Clyde Bradshaw,
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then coasted to victory.
Kenny Fields, a freshman
center, paced a balanced
UCLA attack with 16 points,
and the third-ranked Bruins
broke it open in the second
half by outscoring Pepperdine
12-4 in a two-minute span
shortly after intermission.
Oregon State center Steve
Johnson scored 22 points to
lead the fifth-rated Beavers
over the University of
Portland. Two baskets by
Johnson and a jumper by Jeff
Stoutt gave Oregon State a 6238 lead with 13:34 left in the
game.
Landon Turner missed only
once in his first 10 shots,
wound up with 23 points and
paced seventh-ranked Indiana
over Baylor in the championship game of the Indiana
Classic. Freshman Sam
Perkins scored 24 points to
North
lead 10th-ranked
Carolina over South Florida.
Durand Macklin scored 25
points and Howard Carter added 20 as ISU rallied to beat
Nevada-Las Vegas. Rudy
Woods and Rynn Wright
scored 24 points apiece to help
12thranked Texas A&M over
Davidson for the championship of the First Union Invitational tournament at
Charlotte, N.C.
Junior forward Ricky
Frazier scored 28 points, the
most of his career, as Missouri
downed St. Louis, and Byron
Scott tossed in 33 points to lead
Arizona State over New Mexico.
Steve Krafcisin scored 23
points in a reserve role and
fueled a first-half attack that
led Iowa to victory over
Drake. Scott Hastings chipped
in with 26 points to pace the
Arkansas Razorbacks over
Oklahoma City.
Michigan put the first
blemish on Dayton's record
this season behind the 27
points of Mike McGee, and
Danny Ainge scored 29 points
to lead 19th-ranked Brigham
Young over St. Mary's College
of California in the title game
of the Cougar Classic at Provo, Utah.
In some other tournament
finals, Western Michigan
defeated Virginia Military 8968 in the Bayou Classic at
Lafayette, I,a ; Central
Florida downed Stetson 75-73
in double overtime in the
Tangerine Bowl at Orlando,
Fla., and
Utah edged
Nebraska 57-55 in the Utah
Classic at Salt Lake City.

STEPPING INTO HIS NEW JOB — Frank Beamer is introduced to the media as the new head football coach at

Murray State

Beamer Off To Good Beginning
(Continued from Page 1
"Our defense has been a
success in the way it has come
along during the past few
years," he said."I plan to continue coaching the offense in
much the same manner.
"My ideas for the offense
have come from coaching
defense. It will be played exactly like defense — very -aggressive, tough, emotional
and enthusiastic.
"The defense can never
know when we are going to run
or pass. We have to be able to
run before we can throw the
football.
"I like a lot of motion and
shifting on offense. We have to
have a couple of trick plays
every game. There has to be

some uncertainty on the
defense. We will play exciting,
sound offense."
Beamer triggered the focus
of the transition by saying
"We have a solid base of kids.
If there is anything I believe
in, it is them.
"I think Lou Holtz (head
coach at Arkansas)said that if
he was not at the ejid of the
earth, he could see it from
there," Beamer added about
the surrounding community
for a football team. "If that is
the case, this would be a
beautiful ending.
"The
warmth
and
friendliness is important to
recruits coming into the
university. We have a great
show right here."
MSU defensive end Glenn

torn down overnight. The
structure must go on.
"We (next year's seniors
and Gottfried) came in
together. The ball will now be
"There should be little on mine and the rest of the
change," Jones said. "We seniors'shoulders to take it in.
were more mentally prepared
"We want to prove we are
(than in the spring) this time. winners and that coach
It was not much of a shock.
Beamer is a whiner.
"All along, we knew they
"I think if he (the new
were offering coach Gottfried
coach) had come in from
something he could not turn
another school, it might have
down. We thought he would
had a negative effect at first.
make this decision.
From my position, this should
"I do not think it will have have a positive effect.
that much of an effect on
"I believe we will share the
recruiting or on our goals.
responsibility (of making the
"I will still give 100 percent change). We have come to be
to earn my position.
a close-knit group."
"Coach Gottfried said that if
For Jones and Beamer, the
something is built over a end has indeed become a new
period of time, it cannot be beginning.
Jones, who will be a senior on
next year's team,talked about
the players' reaction to the
change.
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Vikings, Falcons Clinch Divisions, Playoff Berths

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Minnesota Vikings and
Atlanta Falcons have clinched
division Litles, and with a victory tonight the Los Angeles
Rams can join them — as well
as Philadelphia and Dallas —
in the National Football

League playoffs.
That's in the nice, neat National Conference, where
everything is done in proper,
orderly fashion. Even the New
Orleans Saints, whose play in
losing their first 14 games had
prompted some fans at the
Louisiana Superdome to wear

paper bags over their heads,
wiped out their embarassment
by edging the New York Jets
21-20 Sunday.
But over in the American
Conference, it's an entirely
different story. If NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle says
he wants parity and down-to-

thewire races, he's certainly
got it in the AFC.
With one week left to go in
the regular season, not a
single division championship
has been decided. What's
more, not a single team is
even assured of a playoff spot.
Seven AFC clubs head into

the final weekend in contention for the five playoff berths
— Buffalo, Cleveland,
Houston, Oakland and San
Diego, all with 10-5 records,
and New England and Pittsburgh, both 9-6.
In the NEC, Minnesota won
the Central Division title for

the 11th how in the last 13
years and moved into the
playoffs by beating the
Cleveland Browns 28-23 — but
it didn't come easily. The Vikings needed a one-handed
grab by Ahmad ltashad of a
deflected, desperation 46-yard
heave by Tommy Kramer
after time had expired to overcome the Browns.
Division titles may be old
hat to the Vikings, but not to
the Falcons. Atlanta, which
215, Owenton HS, Owenton,
previously had clinched a spot
Ky.
in the playoffs, won the first
—Vernon Johnson, lineman,
AEC West championship in its
6-4, 220, London HS, London,
15-year history by beating the
Ky.
San Francisco 49ers 35-10
—Mike Moore, lineman, 6-3,
230, DeSales HS, Louisville, behind three second-half
touchdown passes by Steve
Ky.
—Oliver White, RB,6-2, 198, Bartkowski.
Despite the . victory,
Barbourville HS, BarbourAtlanta's ninth in a row, there
ville, Ky.
was no great celebration.

UK Begins 1980 Recruiting On High Note

4

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API —
The 1980 recruiting season
began on a high note for the
University of Kentucky on
Saturday.
The Wildcats got the
signatures of 19 players on the
first day of Southeastern Conference recruiting season and
Coach Fran Curci said, "This
is the best group we've had
overall."
Four players named to the
Associated Press all-state
team were among the high
school seniors signed to letters

of intent.
"We've signed 19— 10 from
in the state and nine from out
of state," Curci said of the
signees. "That's the most
we've ever signed this early.
Things are looking real good."
Curci would not release the
names of the out-of-state
players, hoping to protect
them from other schools seeking their services.
Among the Kentuckians
signed were All-State running
backs Marcus Moss of
Mayfield and George Adams

of Lexington Lafayette.
Muss, a 5-foot-10, 170pounder, ran for over 6,100
yards and 61 touchdowns in his
career, including 1,505 yards
and 19 TDs last season.
Adams, at 6-2 and 205
pounds, was the backfield
workhorse of a 5-5 Lafayette
team. He rushed for over 1,600
yards and scored 30
touchdowns.
Other All-Staters were offensive tackle Bob Shurtleff, a
6-4, 230-pounder from
Pikeville, and 6-2, 235-pound
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middle guard Mike Kiernan of
Newport Catholic.
Kiernan,6-2 and 235 pounds,
was considered a prize.
Among the schools recruiting
him were Notre Dame and
Ohio State.
Other Kentuckians signed
included:
— Willie
Branham,
linebacker, 6-2, 230, Eastern
HS, Louisville, Ky.
—Frank Hare, linebacker.
6-4, 218, Henry Clay HS, Lexington, Ky.
—Curt Cochran, RB, 6-0,

In Lehigh's, the scene was
different.
"It's disappointing, highly
disappointing," Lehigh Coach
John Whitehead said after the
game. "I don't think anyone
on this team doubted we had a
good chance to win this game.
California was everybody's
goal. It's disappointing to
know everyone worked so
hard and we came up a little
bit short."
Eastern Kentucky will play
in the Camellia Bowl at
Sacramento, Calif., next
week, against Boise State,
which defeated Grambling 14in another semifinal test
Saturday.
Lehigh took an early lead on
a pass interception by Keith
Conley and a 15-yard penalty
against Eastern Kentucky,

moving 33 yards in eight plays
with quarterback Larry
Michalski throwing the last 5
to tight end Paul Anastasio.
Ted lobst converted for a 7-0
lead.
Eastern came right back
with a 68-yard drive, with
tailback Alvin Miller scoring
form the one, but the Colonels
missed the extra point. Iobst
then added 38 and 47 yard field
goals, giving Lehigh a 13-6
margin.
But the Colonels staged an 8yard drive just before
halftime, with Miller plunging
across for the score. This time
David Flores added the point
for a 13-13 score at the intermission.
Early in the third period
Eastern drove into Lehigh territory and Flores kicked a 40-

ter record within the division.
By losing to Minnesota.
Cleveland blew a chance to
wrap up the AFC Central and
dropped into a tie at 10-5 with
Houston, which beat Green
Bay 22-3. If those teams Mosta
in a tit, Cleveland would be
the division winner because.14
a better conference record. •

In other Sunday game.s. tk•
Meanwhile, Buffalo and Oakland Raiders edged
the
Cleveland missed chances to Denver Broncos 24-21,
the.
wrap up AFC division titles by Philadelphia Eagles
beat the
losing Sunday.
St. Louis Cardinals 17-3, the.
The Bills -dropped a 24-2 the Cincinnati Bengals tninnidecision to New England. ed the Chicago Bears 17-14 in,
They still lead the Patriots by overtime and the Miami
one game, but must beat San Dolphins defeated the
Francisco next week to win Baltimore Colts 24-14.
the division. If the 49ers win
On Saturday, San Diegv
and New England beats New
beat Seattle 21-14 and
Orleans, the Patriots would
Washington defeated the New
win the title because of a bet- YorkGiants
16-13.

Howard Receives Lofty Tributes

NEW YORK I API
Tributes to Elston Howard all
seem to include words such as
dignity, humility and class.
Howard, the first black to
play for the New York
Yankees and a star with them
yard field goal. An 87-yard for more than a decade, died
drive followed with Miller, An- of cardiac arrest early Sunday
thony Braxton and quarter- at the age of 51. He was a paat
Columbia
back Chris Isaac leading the tient
way. Braxton broke lose on a Presbyterian Hospital since
21-yard end sweep for the Nov. 26.
"We have lost a dear friend
touchdown and a 23-13 Eastern
and a vital part —.of our
Kentucky lead.
Lehigh made one last try, organization," said Yankees
moving 67 yards in seven owner George Steinbrenner.
plays and getting a second "If indeed humility is a,
touchdown as Michalski pass- trademark of many great men
ed 10 yards to tight end Vince — with that as a measure,
Ellie was one of the truly great
Rogusky.
Braxton, the game's leading Yankees. A quiet man with
runner with 20 carries for 84
yards, was chosen ABC-TV's
player of the game for
Eastern.
Isaac completed eight of 17
passes for 129 yards.
Michalski, ABC's choice for
Lehigh's outstanding player,
completed 12 of 27 passes for
156 yards.

Lehigh's High Hopes Shot Down
BETHLEHEM, Pa.( API —
Lehigh had some high hopes
for the 1980 football, only to
have them shot down by
Eastern Kentucky Saturday
afternoon.
They gave defending NCAA
1-AA champion Eastern Kentucky just about all they could
handle. But Lehigh's dream of
a national championship faded into history when safety
Rodney Byrd and linebacker
Dave Hill knocked down a
pass intended for wide
receiver Mark Yeager, sealing a 23-20 win for the Colonels
ins division semifinal contest.
Inside the Colonels locker
room, the winners were standing arm in arm and delivering a boisterous version of the
Eastern Kentucky victory
song, a catchy number called
"Cabin on the Hill."

'The champagne comes
after the Super Bowl," explained
Falcons
Coach
Leeman Bennett.
The Saints weren't drinking
champagne, either. Their
celebration took the form of a
long sigh of relief after Tony
Galbreath's two 1-yard scoring dives in the final period
lifted them over the Jets.

friendship and caring for all ...
all of our lives are richer
because he touched them."
Howard, who suffered from
a heart disease for the past
two years, was an administrative assistant to
Steinbrenner after having
been a coach for 11 years.
"I visited him in the hospital
last week," said former
Yankee Roy White. "He was
looking forward to getting out
of intensive care. It's a great
loss. We have hardly
recovered from the loss of
Thurman Munson" -- killed in
an airplane crash in August
1979 — "and now I lose
another person who was close
to me.
"He was a real fine man. All
class."

Born in St. Louis Feb. 23,
1929, Howard came out of the
old Negro League — he once
was a roommate of Hall of
Earner Ernie Banks with the
Kansas City Monarchs — to
break the color line with the
Yankees in 1955, eight years
after Jackie Robinson had
broken the color line in major
league baseball with the old
Brooklyn Dodgers.
Howard had a lifetime
average of .274 for 14 years,
with 167 home runs and 762
runs batted in. In 1963 when he
was named the most valuable
player in the AL, Howard batted .287, with 28 homers and 85
RBI. In 10 World Series he
averaged .246, with five
homers.
In August 1967, he was dealt

to Boston and balked at joining the Red Sox, then changed
his mind after a personal
phone call from Sox owner
Tom Yawkey. Howard helped
the Red Sox to their first pennant in 21 years, then played
part of the 1968 season with
Boston before the Yankees
named him a coach Oct. 22,
1968.
Howard is survived by his
wife, Arlene, of Teaneck.
N.J. two daughters. Cheryl,
an actress-singer, and Karen,
of Woods, Pa., and a son,
Elston Jr., of Miami. A
funeral service will be held
Tuesday at 11 a.m., at the
Riverside Church in New
York. Burial will follow in the
George Washington Cemetery
in Paramus, N.J.

GOODIVEAR
SERVICE STORES

Transformations Arrives At Right Time

Setting Was Similar To Poe Background
By HA L BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The setting was something
you'd expect in an Edgar
Allan Poe story. There were
leaden black skies hanging
low over the stadium, winds
swirling wildly, blowing sudden snow squalls madly
around the park.
It had started as a brisk,
late-autumn afternoon with
bright sunshine. But by
midafternoon, it looked like

if
T.

the end of the world was approaching Shea Stadium.
The
atmospheric
transformation arrived at just
about the time Tony
Galbreath burst into the end
zone with the New Orleans
touchdown that would end 14
... no, make that 17 ... weeks of
frustration.
Protesting New Orleans
fans can throw away those
paper bags they used to cover
their faces, order up some

barbecued shrimps and face
the world once more. The
Saints ain't the 'Aints no
more.
"How about that?" noted
quarterback Archie Manning,
a note of wonderment in his
voice.
Manning has suffered the slings and arrows of a
nightmarish season. Fourteen
straight losses. "Seventeen,
really," said Manning, the
honest quarterback. "We lost

wner this
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erfies.
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If your credit cards
turn on you,turn to us.
If you have a credit card or two, congratulations. .. maybe.
Some folks have found the cost of credit cards these days
outweighs their convenience. Crunch!
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NOW YOU CAN FIGHT BACK!
You can borrow enough to pay off all your credit card bills(and
other obligations). "Consolidation loan" is the fancy name for
it, but it's simply your wity of fighting back. Your way of getting
control over your money again. Before it's too late.
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In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2

Phone 753-5573

the last three in the preseason,
too."
:The sun simply refused to
shine on the Saints and
placekicker Benny Ricardo
thought it would be another
day like that Sunday when he
tried a 42-yard field goal in the
third quarter.
"It was going straight
through, then at the last second, it blew wide," said
Ricardo. "It missed by maybe
this much," he said, holding
his fingers perhaps an inch or
two apart.
Not to worry. These were
the New York Jets on the other
side of the field and if Ricardo
and Manning think the Saints
have been through a
frustrating four months, they
ought to check out those poor
souls who live in Shea Stadium
all season long.
One way or another, week
after week, the Jets seem to
find a way to snatch defeat
from the jaws of victory.
Against the 'Aints, that ain't
always easy. But leave it to
the Jets.
The first sign of trouble
came early in the fourth
quarter when Galbreath jarred his way over the goalline.
Ricardo's extra point made it
14-13. The touchdown seemed
to snap the Jets awake and
they came right back to regain
the lead when quarterback
Richard Todd bobbed and
weaved his way 31 yards for a
score.
The quarterback's scramble
was the longest run of the year
for the Jets. It was seven
yards more than the longest
previous run this season. Todd
had that one, too. That tells
you something about the Jets',
year right there.
When Todd triumphantly
tumbled into the end zone for a
20-14 Jet lead, there were 9'7
minutes left to play. That is
simply too much time to kill.
Manning moved New
Orleans down the field, into
the teeth of that wind.
Galbreath and Jimmy Rogers
punched out the yards with the
drive punctuated every so
often by a Manning pass.
By then snow had started
spilling out of the black sky,
blowing every which way, turning Shea Stadium into a
parody of the controlled
climate of the Louisiana
Superdome avhLre the Saints
play.
Edgar Allan Poe would have
loved the setting.
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12-MONTH TUNE-UP
$488
88

46"'4

Electronic Ignition Systems Additional parts and
services extra it needed

•12-MONTH TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT
Goodyear will tune your car electronically, and present
you with a Free Engine Analysis certificate good for one
year from the date of the tune-up ANY TIME WITHIN
ONE YEAR of your tune-up take your invoice and certificate back to the store that performed the tune-up. and
,Goodyear will provide,free of charge. up to three separate
analyses
If any of thse check-ups indicates the need for any
adjustments or part replacements that were part of the
original tune-up. Goodyear will make the adjustment or
replacement free of charge

ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charging
and starting systems • Install new rotor,
new spark plugs • Set timing to recommended specs• Lubricate and adjust choke
• Adjust carburetor
STANDARD IGNITION: Add $4 00 for required points, condenser and additional
labor

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER SERVICES FOR U.S. CARS,IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS
LIFETIME*
LIMITED WARRANTY

GOODYEAR
MUFFLER

Installed
Most
US cars

*Lifetime As long as you,
the original purchaser,own
the car
• Meets or exceeds all U S
auto specifications • Covered upon failure due to
materials, workmanship
blowouts, rust. wear,(Cannot be result of misuse or
accident)

PROTECT
MOVING
PARTS

POWER STREAK 78

LUBE
& OIL
CHANGE

INCLUDING Our 9-point
maintenance check:
• Transmission fluid • Bat
tery cable • PoNver steering
• Air Filter • Belts and
hoses • Brake fluid • Differential level • Battery
water level • Tire pressure
Includes many imports and
light trucks Please call for
appointment

Just Say 'Charge It'

11124=11.

Sinful's!!
Plus FEI
PRICE an/
Sims
lid Pm.
876-13 530.45
$t 70
E78-14 $35.70
81 82
F78-14 $38.85
$2.23
G78-14 $39.90
$238
H78-14 $42.90
$260
G78-15 $42.30
$2.48
Fi75-15 544.85
$266

Drive It With
Confidence

175°
A71-13 blackwall.
Plus Si 55 FET and old tire

;;41

Give a Gift Certificate
from Goodyear
Now you can give your friends and loved ones a
whole store-ful to choose from with a Goodyear
Service Stores Gift Certificate, its great for any
gift-giving occasion and good at any Goodyear
Service Store for tires, service. appliances. TV
and home audio Just say 'Charge itt

Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account

Use any ot these 5 other ways to buy Our Own
Customer Crede Plan • MasterCard • VI.• Amencart.
E'
,Press Card • Carte Blanche

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

•S. 12th St. Murray

753-11S9S

•
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Navy Runs Aground Whenever
If Gets On Artificial Turf
By RI I II rs. APACE
AP Spouts Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.- Navy's football team
runs aground whenever it gets
on the the artificial turf of
Giants Stadiwn. After two
games in the Meadowlands
Sports Complex stadium this
year, the score reads: Opponents 68 Navy 0.
• It seemed like everything
just went bad." said Midshipman Coach George Welsh
after the University of
Houston walloped the Naval
Academy 35-0 in the third
Garden State Bowl Sunday.
The Middies on Sunday were
hoping to vindicate a 33-0
wipeout by Notre Dame Nov.1
.
at Giants Stadium.
"Never, never," Welsh said
ttFlphatically,
when asked

when the Middies would next
the
playing
at
be
Meadowlands. Reminded that
they have a 1982 date here
with Notre Dame, Welsh grinned wanly and added. "The
team will be here, but I
won't."
Naq. entered the game as
the nation's sixth-rated defensive unit. yielding Z.23.3 .arils
per game. but Houston had _121i
of its 450 jards bj halftime
-We thought of them as
of the top teams III tidal
defense," said offensive
Houston guard Jack Famel.
"But we were able to exploit
the weaknesses in that
defense. Coming in, we felt
like we could trap them. We
felt they hadn't laced a team
that could trap as well as we
could "

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Farntj!-)-.* as ,protecting McNeese 7.
In the Division 1-AA:"
Quarterback Terry Elston,
who scrambled around the semifinals, Boise State edged
right end fur a touchdown and (;rambling 14-9 and Eastern
Kentucky topped 1.ehigh11-20.
handed off for four more.
Elston and Terald Clark The winners will meet in the
scored on 1-yard runs in the Camelia Bowl in Sacratiiento.
first period. David Barrett Calif., next Saturday. '
Cal Poly-San I.uis Obispo
and Clark had second-quarter
touchdown runs of 14 and -06 upset Eastern Illinois 21-13 to
yards, and Clark added a 2- win the Division II -championyard TD after the second-half ship in the Zia Bowl at Albuquerque. N.M.
kickoff.
Elon College of North
In the only other bowl game
involving Division j-A schools. Carolina and Northeasterit
Oklahoma State qualified for
Southern Mississippi scored
the NAIA Division 1 chaintouchdown with 1:17 left
defeat McNeese State in the pionship game, which will
Independence Bowl in take place next Saturday- at
Burlington, N.C.
Shreveport. 14.
In the NAIA Division 11 title
Fullback Mike Woodard
scored. on a 1-yard run after contest, Pacific Lutheran
Southern Mississippi had defeated Wilmington (Ohio
recovered a fumble on the College 38-10.

Weekend Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
MONTREAL Al'i
John 114vErirs
used his awesome serve and powerful
passing shots to defeat Vijay Aniritraj 6I, 6-2, 6-1 in tlw finals of the $320,000
World Championship Tennis Challenge
Cup
AIWA-AIDE. Australia AP.
liana
Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia took just
55 minutes to defeat Sue Harker if Britain 6-2 6-4 in the final nf the 8125.000
South Australian Women N Open
LAKE BUENA VISTA Fla AP Kate Gompert of Menlo Park. Calif
powesed past Spain s Maros,, Sanchez 61. 6-1 in the opening round of the Continental Cup matches
U.S teammate Sue M kwisrin overrunic service problems to subdue
sgwiky Ely Ira Kannone of Spain. 6-4.6.6GOLE
Curtis Strange
!ARGO. Fla AP 1
ancYNancy Lopez-Melton got a 6-underpar 66 for a 268 total and a two-stroke
victory in the $400,000 Mixed Teams golf
tourniunent
Craig Stadler and len Garbacz had a
final round of 64 and a second-place tie
with(1ibby Gilbert and Sandra Spuzich

halftime, quickly increased
the margin to 50-37 and
coasted home to remain
unbeaten in Equr games.
"They're exactly what I
thought they were," said
Owens."I said coming in that,
in my opinion, they've earned
the right at this time of year to
be ranked No. 1 because
they've accomplished more
than any other team in the
country.
"They've beaten Ohio State
and Indiana and I saw nothing
to change my mind tonight.
They play hard, jump on the

boards hard, go after loose
balls and I have admiration
for them."
The Wildcats got rolling
after halftime, which meant
the ball went inside to 7-foot-I
Sam Bowie. The sophomore
center scored a career-high 29
points while grabbing 16 rebounds, blocking three shots
and dishing out two assists.
Senior forward Fred Cowan
added 19 points while
sophomore guards Dirk Minniefield and Derrick Hord
scored 14 and 10, respectively.
Kansas, 4-2, got 26 points

Jets Streak Toward Oblivion
tory by losing to the New York
Islanders 5-4.
"I told the fellows that
records are made to be
broken," said Jets Coach Bill
Sutherland, who replaced the
fired Tommy McVie behind
the Winnipeg bench on
Thursday. "But I don't want
any part of this one."
Winnipeg gave it a good effort Sunday, twice rallying
from two-goal deficits as Danny Geoffrion and Morris
Lukowich each scored twice,
But Mike Bossy scored three
goals during the night, the
game-winner. Bossy now has
a league-leading 33 in :33

games.
Meanwhile, the Red Wings,
who also have made a
coaching change - from Ted
Lindsay to Wayne Maxner this season, ended their slide
on the road at 16 games i 0-1421 with a 5-4 victory at
Washington. Detroit has won
two straight - but only six
games all year.
Elsewhere in the NHL, it
was Boston 7, Los Angeles 1;
Vancouver 2, Buffalo 2;
Philadelphia 5, St. Louis 4;
Quebec 6, Edmonton 5, and
Chicago 2, the New York
Rangess 1.

from Tony Guy, 18 from
Darnell Valentine, its superb
senior guard,and 15 from Victor Mitchell.
Hall said he was especially
pleased by Minniefield, who
had been in something of a
slump.
"Dirk had a great night," he
said. "I thought his defense
was super. He loosened up offensively and took his blots.
He penetrated well, had two
driving layups against the
pressure and played with confidence. 1 look for Dirk to play
that way most nights.
"He's been shooting the ball
real well in practice. There's
just no need for him not to
have confidence in his shots.
He was 6-for-10 tonight and
that's more like it."
Owens said the Jayhawks
were doomecty poor secondhalf shooting.
"We go four or five minutes
and can't get the ball in the
basket," he said."They added
to their lead and we just
couldn't catch up."
The Wildcats settled matters immediately in the second half, outscoring Kansas
12-2 as Bowie, who had 19
points in the period, scored
seven straight.
Kentucky . outrebounded
Kansas 41-33 and nine players
scored.

SOUTH
Alabama 66, Texas Tech 64
Appalachian St. 77, Furman 74
Auburn 106, Eckerd 66
Austin Pray 64, Georgia St. 41
Citadel 71, Coastal Carolina 66
Clemson 106,111. Tech 41
Florida 81. Florida St. 74.2 OT
Florida A&M 97, Texas Southern 96, 2
OT
(;rambling 76. Fordhani 64
James Madison 70. Rider 52
Kentucky 87, Kansas 73
I minsiana St. 87, Nev.-Las Vegas 73
Lowsville 78, Maryland 67
Memphis St. 77, Arkansas St.66
Mercer 56, Columbus 54
Mississippi St.68, Troy St. 52
Morehead St. 75, Bowling Green 70
New Orleans 80, Roosevelt 63
North Carolina 73,S.Flonda 64
N.Carolina St. 82, Campbell 56
NC-Wilmington 57, F..Kentucky 55
Radford 78, George Mason 67
S.Alabarna 101, Prairie View 5,3
Tennessee 87,Colorado 69
Tennessee St.65, Belmont 63,OT
Tn.-Chattanooga 101, Tenn.-Temple 78
Tenn. Tech 80,GiLSouthern 78
Va Commonwealth 65, Old Ikiminion
56
W Kentucky 68, Evansville 67
MIDWRST
Ral+St. 76. Indiana St. 60
Bradley 48, Illinois Wesljn 42
Cleveland St. 86, Kenyon 54
Illinois 69. Marquette 68
Iowa 90. Drake 68

By The Associated Press
BASEBA1.1.
American League
Traded Hichie
RANGERS-. TEXAS
Ask. outfielder: Steve Finch. Ken Clay.
Allard. pitBrian
Gleaton
and
Jerry Don
chers, a player to be named later, and
of
cash
to the
amount
an unspecified
Seattle Mariners for Rick Honeycutt.
outfielder,
Larry
Roberts.
Ikon
pitcher.
Cox, catcher. and Mario Mendoza, infielder
National League
ST.!MIS CARDINALS-,-Signed IFar-

Lanier Obliterates One-Fifth Of Spurs

141

tor tonight," Albeck said Sunday after Milwaukee beat the
Spurs 115-98. "You can't even
see George Johnson when
Lanier's in front of him, and
George is6-foot-11."
Lanier scored 25 points, and
Quinn Buckner chipped in
with 21 for the Bucks, who are
leading the National Basket-

121tr''thiAil

PURCHASE

disposable bag
4-position
carpet selector
Full-time
edge cleaning
Steel
agitator

Limited Supply
Reg 119 95
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ball Association's East ConElsewhere in the NBA Sunference Central Division.
day, Philadelphia downed
"We could almost go inside New Jersey 114-107, Portland
to Bob at will tonight, and defeated Phoenix 116-110, Los
Bob's presence alone gives us Angeles beat Golden State 122another 20 points or so 113 and San Diego defeated
because a guy like Buckner Seattle 9141.
can shoot without someone's
76ers 114, Nets 107Julius Erving scored 25
hand in his face," said Bucks
Assistant Coach John Killilea. points and hit a crucial bucket
with 20 seconds left in the
game to pace Philadelphia
over New Jersey.
The Nets trailed by as marijr
as 14 points before rallying
behind Maurice Lucas, who
paced the Nets with 32 points.
Blazers 116,Suns 110
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Mychal Thompson scored 24
points and helped Portland
erase a 20-point deficit to post
its seventh straight victory.
Lakers 122, Warriors 113
Los Angeles won its fifth in a
row as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 29 points and Jamaal
Wilkes added 26. The Lakers
led the entire game after taking a.15-2 lead in the opening
five minutes.
Clippers 91,Sonies 81
San Dieg_o snapped a threegame losing streak with
Freeman Williams' 28 points
and 20 more from Michael
Brooks,

World Championship
Tennis Cup Not Much
Challenge To McEnroe
MONTREAIN.1 AP) - The
World Championship Tennis
Challenge Cup is history and
for its winner, John McEnroe,
it really wasn't much of a
challenge.
,
The, 21-year-old native of
Douglaston, N.Y., breezed to
an easy 6-1, 6-2, 6-1 victory
over Vijay Amritraj in the
$320,000 tournament final Sunday and pocketed $150,000 for
his effort.
"It was easier than it looked," the cocky McEnroe
replied when asked if the victory was as easy as it scented.

Kansas Si. 72, Wis.-Parkside 58
Loyola, Ill. 87, Valparaiso 73
Michigan 85, Dayton 84
Miami,Ohio 74, Xavier,Ohio 73
Missouri 76. St.l.ouis 58
Northwestern 75,Sill-Edwardsville 55
S.Illinois 73, N.Illinois 69
Toledo 87, Detroit 68
Wichita St. 82, NE Louisiana 63
Youngstown St.93,Ohio U.115, OT
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 76,Oklahoma City 70
DePaul 83,Texas65
Houston 84,Pan American 70
hamar 75, Texas Mel 70
Okla. Baptist 59, Hardin-Simmons
Rollins 73,Southern Methodist 64
Texas-El Paso 65, N.Mmuco St.63
W.Texas St. 91, Cameron 68
FAR WEST
Arizona St. 86, New Mexico 83,OT
Colorado St.68, N.Colorado 60
Denver 97, CornetI Coil. 70
Idaho 90. St.Martin's 46
McNeese St.93,Hawaii 71
Montana 64, Chico St 55
Montana St. 100, Cent. Washington 79
Oregon 99, Boise St.67
Oregon St. 92, Portland U.57
Pacific U.87.Santa Clara 76
San Diego St. 70,Fullerton $1. 64
San Francisco 101, Isis Angeles St. 60
San Jose St. 69, Idaho St. 58
Southern Cal 59. Wyoming 57
Stanford 98. Cal-Irvine 84
UCLA 81, Pepperdine 63
Washington 72, U.S. Intl 63
Washington St. 63,Gonzaga 52

Wu
Third Place
Califon. 77, Alcorn St. 73
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Classic
Championship
Dartmouth 75, lona 71
Third Place
St. Francis, P1141, Massachusetts 19
Oil Capital Classic
Second Round
Tulsa 102, Tulane 85
Georgia 81,Oral Roberts 65
Tangerine Bowl
Championship
Cent. Florida 75, Stetson 73,2 OT
Third Place
Cent. Michigan 77, Hofstra 75
Utah Classic
Championship
Utah 57, Nebraska 55
Third Place
Oklahoma St 87, Loyola, Calif. 81

TM RN AMENTS
Bayou Classic
Championship
SW lutastana 69, Louisiana Tech 64
Third Place
W.Michigan 89, V51168
Cougar Classic
Championship
Brigham Young 95, St Maryl7ralif
76
Third Place
Seton Hall 89, N Texas St 78
First Union Invitational
Championship
Texas A&M 76. Day idson 62
Third Place
Wisconsin 71, NC-Charlotte 63
Indiana Classic
Championship
Indiana 83. Baylor 47

ON SALE NOW!
14K Gold
hains&
racelets

I

Layaway
Now For
Christmas

"I don't deserve the money.
but since they're giving it
away I'll take it."
Amritraj _of India, who had
hoped to celebrate his 27th birthday with his first-ever
triumph over McEnroe, was
never in contention.
"This is a birthday I won't
forget." . said Anwitraj, wiii,
collected $70,000, the largest
payoff in his career. "I'll
remember it for being the firs(
time I wasn't in India for in)
birthday and for having inj
brains knocked out by
McEnroe."

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372

sell Porter. catcher, to a five,ear th
tract.
BASKETBALL
Continental Basketball Association
ANCHORAGE
NORTHERN
KNIGHTS- Signed Slick Watts. guard
FOOTBALL
National Football League
HOUSTON °HERS-Signed Chester
Marco!. placekicker Waived Guido
Merkens. receiver
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
HARTFORD 'WHALERS,- Assigned
Marty Howe, defenseman. to Binghamton of the American Hockey league
COLLEGE
MURRAY STATE-Named Frank
Reamer head football coach, to a fouryear contract.
NEBRASKA-Named Henry lba acting head basketball coach.
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Also A wadable At
: MICHELSON'S in Moyfield
•
CHARGE IT
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SUNDAY 1-5
AND
FRIDAY NITE

A

MICHELSON'S
753-7695

Bel A,Center
Morros Kv

TILL 8:00

NOTICE
Prospective Ford Buyers

Is SERVICE
Important To You???

IT SHOULD BE!
We at Parker Ford feel SERVICE is the single
most important factor in
purchasing your new car.

WE OFFER
'Largest parts inventory in state
•All mechanics are Ford factory trained

BEFORE YOU BUY...
facilities v• Reputation
Parts inventory

SERVICE AFTER THE SALE
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Parker Ford Inc.
701 Main
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Bucks Blast Spurs, 115-98

By The Associated Press
Bob "Man Mountain"
Lanier of Milwaukee,6-feet-11
of bone and muscle, not only
scores, but San Antonio Spurs
Coach Stan Albeck says
Lanier also obliterates onefifth of his team when he's on
the court.
"Lanier was a definite fit

WRESTLING
Chris CampNAGOYA,Japan AP
bell, the U.S collegiate and national
champion, won the 181 pound-division
gold medal with a 391 record in the 1980
Super Champion freestyle wrestling
match
Campbell beat Bulgaria's Ismail
A bilov , gold medalist at the 1980 Mosics
Olympic Games,and tw o Japanese
The Americans, who boycotted the
Moscow Olympics, also won the 101:
pound. I15-pound,and 163-pound titles
SOCCER
TAMPA,Fla.( AP Atoegbu
smashed an Erik Nielson pass into the
goal 8,17 into overtime to give the
University of San Francisco a 4-3 yid
over Indiana and its fourth NCAA
won I soccer championship in six years

Weekend College Basketball Scores

Hall Calls It 'Excellent Showing'

Ry, BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
The Winnipeg Jets are the
worst team in the National
Hockey League and they keep
streaking toward oblivion.
The Detroit Red Wings are the
second worst team in the
NHL, but are showing signs of
life.
For Winnipeg, life in the
NHL this season has been a
slow death. The Jets won their
third game of the season back
on Oct. 17, beating Chicago 62. Theyhaven't wonsince and,
on Sunday night, they tied the
league mark for consecutive
games - 27 - without a vic-

HID In 10 torld Series he asylum
246, with five homers
TRACK AND FI10..3
Irena
WARSAW, Poland (AP
Szewinska, 34, the Polish star who won
wven medals in five Olympic Games
and set several world records during her
16-year track career, announced her
retirement from competition, the Polish
news ageiwy PAP said

Soviet
DAVOS, Switzerland AI'i
skiers won the men's 304ulonwter and
the women's 15-kilometer cross country
relay races.
The Soviet Union's first owns team of
Alexandre
Alexandre
Zavialov,
Tschaiko and Evgeni Belerav completed
the three legs of the relay m I hour, 22
minutes, 50 53 seconds, seven seconds
ahead of the Norwegians. The winning
woolen's team. compnsed of Libova
Zabulotskaia, Raise Khorova and Italia
Srnetania, was tuned in 42 53.61 seconds.
more than 30 seconds better than
Finland.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK AP)- Elston Howard,
the first black to play for the New York
Yankees and the 1963 American league
Most Valuable Player, died of cardiac
arrest at the age of 51.
Howard, who suffered from a heart
disease for the past two years. was an
administrative assistant to Yankees
principal owner George Stembrenner
after having been a coach for 11 years.
Howard, who also played for the 1967
AL champion Boston Red Sox, had a batting average of .274 for 14 years, with 167
home runs and 762 runs batted in. In
1963. he hit .287, wtih 28 homers and 85

Hu,

Cats Shellack Kansas, 87-73

By CHARLES WOLFE
- Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) "It was an excellent showing
against a very, very good
ballclub," said Kentucky
Coach Joe Hall.
' "It was not one of our better
games," said Kansas' Coach
Ted Owens.
That just about stunted it
up Saturday night after Hall's
Wildcats
second-ranked
shellacked Owens' Jayhawks
87-73 before a crowd of 23,875
in Rupp Arena.
Kentucky led 38-35 at

KUALA LUMPUH. Malaysia AP Japan's luau Aoki shot a 6-under-par 66
tat the final round of the 1980 Benson &
Hedges international series to beat Hale
Irwin, who managed only a final-rowid
72.
BOGOTA, l'olumbia AP - Canada
fought back a strong challenge from
Scotland and woo the World Cup championship
Dan Halldorson and Jim Nelford of
Canada both fired 1-over-par 73 in the
final round, for a total of 572 Scotland's
Sandy Lyle fired a 2-underpart 70 in the
final round and won top honors in individual scoring for the tournament.
SKIING
SANTA Cli1STINA, Italy I AP I SWISS ace Peter Mueller beat Austria's
Hansi Weirather in the second men's
World Cup downhill race of the season.
Mueller clocked a winning tune of 2
minutes, 1.24 seconds. Weirather was
tuned an 2:01.59.
PIANCAVALLO. Italy 1AP - Fabienne Serra( of France won the first
women's World Cup special slalom race
of the season, with an overall time of one
minute,51.85 seconds.
Switzerland's Erika Hess was second,
1.13 seconds back.

753-5273

Murray Ky
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Chapter 12

In 10 *mid Series he are,.
nth five homers
TRACK AND
ISSAW, Poland 1AP 1
asks, 34, the Polish star who
medals in five Olympic Gators
tt several world records during lier
ir track career, announced her
ment from competition, the Polish
agency PAP said
WRESTLING
GOYA, Japan Al'I Chris
the U.S collegiate and national
pion, won the 181 pound-di,isoni
medal with a 3-0 record in the 11180
Champion freest)It wrestling
npbell beat Bulgaria's I snidd
v,gold medalist at the 1980 Mini on
,pic Games,and two Japanese
Americans, who boycotted the
ow Olympics, also won the 101,
1, 115-pound,and 163-pound titles
SOCCER
MPA,Fla.( API" Fidelis Atuetibu
bed an Erik Nielson pass into the
8.17 into overtime to give the
ersity of San Francisco a 9-3 victor
Indiana and its fourth NCAA Di,
soccer championship in six t ears

Third Place
forma 77. Alcorn St. 73
Wartrrrrr Hanover Trust Classic
Championship
Allmon)75, boa Si
Third Place
Francis. ea°91. Massachusetts 69
Oil Capital Classic
Second Round
sa 102. Tulane 87,
ogle 81, Oral Roberts 65
Tangerine Bowl
Championship
it. Florida 75, Stetson 73, 20T
Third Place—
it. Michigan 77, Hofstra 75
Utah Classic
Championship
ih 57, Nebraska 55
Third Place
ahoma St. 87, loyola, calif. 81

NOW il

;Gold
rins&
7acelets
Layaway
Now For
Christmas

There was a funny-looking.
dusty, greenish suit, with
worn leather slippers poking
COSTUME SHOP
By Luise Putcamp Jr. out from under it and — a man
inside it!
(WHAT HAS HAP- 'Samuel Glickman,- said a
PENED: On a street in rusty voice from a little whiteMexico, Hulda and Wullie haired man. He stepped forwatch the Three Kings leave ward, and his black eyes
presents. One king looks peered at them over wire
suspiciously like Santa glasses.
Where will the elves get
Wullie had just been
crowns and robes for Santa's reaching out to try on a big fur
suit chest? Roger Rocket helmet, with two wicked'
takes them to a New York cos- looking horns.
tume shop.)
"I'm Hulda," said Hulda,
When Hulda and Wullie "and this is Wullie."
S. Glickman looked at their
opened the dusty glass door to
S. Glickman's shop, a bell space suits.
"Costumes you don't
tinkled above their heads. The
shop was so dim that at first need!" he said.
"Yes, we do," said Hulda.
they couldn't see.
Then they saw costumes "You see
S. Glickman was nodding
everywhere, hanging from
racks, hanging from hooks in toward the Viking helmet
the ceiling, hanging in old "Try it on," he told Wullie.
But now Wullie was all
wooden upright chests.
'Samuel Glickman" said a rusty voice
"It reminds me of — said business."We need three king
suits," he said. "With crowns
Hulda.
from the little white-haired man.
"Santa's workshop!" said and all."
one for a gentleman who's They nodded at each other.
'For yourselves?" asked S.
Wullie.
kind of short, and very roly- This was the finest of all, and
There was a ruffled shirt, Glickman.
poly, and jolly, and —'•
it was just right for Santa
"Oh, no." said Hulda. "We
and a long brocade coat with
"Jolly is not a size,- said S. And S. Glickman placed on
gold braid on the cuffs, and a need two for ordinary-sized Glickman,
with a little smile. Wullie's head a gold -andhelpers, I mean people. And
ong, thin sword.
"But come.silver crown flashing with purHe beckoned them deeper ple jewels,
into his costume shop, past "We'll take all three!" said
piles of furry boots, and fairy Wullie, reaching for his
slippers, past red velvet tur- money,
bans, and brown robes like S. Glickman waved his
monks wear, and Indian saris hand. "Pay me when you reglittering with silver.
turn the costumes" he said,
Something ran across lie walked to the door with
5 Eagle's nest
ACROSS
Answer
to
Saturday's
Puzzle
1 Time gone by 6 Lie down
Hulda's space boot. She them
4 Continent
7 Curve
jumped.
Not one of them noticed
SHOR 1101 El A CI
L ED
Abbr
8 Urge on
S. Glickman turned. "Mor- that Morris the mouse was
a MD 1113COLI 013 E
6 Swift
9 Zeus's
ris!" he said reproachfully. riding Out the door on Wullie•s
UUDOOLI 0O000
• 11 Wig
beloved
"you shouldn't scare the space boot.
COM ODOUR
13 Mistakes
10 Curtains
lady."
15 Preposition
DODO 00 DOOM
12 Pronoun
And into Roger Rocket for
16 Hot desert
Morris sat up on a pile of the trip back to the North
14 Strict
DO GOOD DUO
wind
17 Paddles
P O OOLIOULIO
Seven-League boots and Pole!
18 Near
20 Flock
000 100O0 00
twitched his whiskers.
(NEXT Hijackers.)
19 Rhodium
23 Exclamation
MOO 00 DOD
"A mouse!- said Hulda.
symbol
24 Part of "to
01100O DUO
"But
doesn't he eat the
21 Clock face
be"
MOM MO000
costumes?"
22 Drug
25 Expired
OLIO IMMO OO
"When
27 Dines
24 Matured
LOU SEEPU ERE said S. he can eat cheese?26 Great Lake
30 Golf mounds
Glickman. "Now for
28 Pronoun
32 Vessels
the kings.••
land
35 Testified
29 Earn
43 Salad item
He
lifted
the lid of a big
57 Poem
37 SEATO's kin 44 Diphthong
31 Ginger —
chest, almost like the In58 Compass pt
33 Tin symbol
46 Exist
38 Holding
vincible Chest that Hulda and
60 Snake
34 Act
48 Laths
device
FRANKFORT, Ky. API -Wullie were hiding the Santa
62 Scale note
39 Vegetable
36 Jacket
51 Cicatrix
64 While
suits in, back at the North State police and local
53 European
38 Centimeters 41 Separate
authorities report the deaths
(abbr
Pole.
1
2 3
4 5
6 7 0 9 10
40 Profound
Out came a velvet robe the of five people in traffic ac42 Declare
11
12
color of grass, with gold cidents on Kentucky's
14
45 Chem bldg
circles on it, and cuffs of gold highways over the weekend.
15
47 Resorts
18..17...
braid. Out came a gold crown
Police said 17-year-old John
11
49 Portico
19 20
22 11
with sparkling green stones. R. Newman Jr. of Hillsboro
50 War god
21su•
52 Heraldic
"Yes!" said Hulda. "Fine!" died Friday night when the
24
27
29
bearing
61
26
said Wullie.
'car in which he was riding ran
WI
kil
54 Hindu mantra
Now S. Glickman pulled a off the road in Fleming County
61
la
la
55 — and Mrs
blue robe out of the chest. a half mile north of Flem56 Hold
la
Pearls made strange and
59 Cooled lava
ingsburg on Kentucky 11.
wonderful designs on the robe.
61 Hair ointment
State police said David
47
Its silver crown was set
63 Handles
Ea
46
65 Weary
111
with stones blue as the ocean. Baine, 18, of Kevil was killed
54
Saturday when his car left
66 Compass pt
la
Last, S. Glickman shook out
67 Bribe
Kentucky 18 about five miles
a
robe
of
richest
purple,
white
DOWN
fur dripping from its sleeves east of LaCenter on Kentucky
1 Likely
358 in Ballard county.
and hem.
2 Man's name
Wullie held up the robe be- 'Officers report Tina Conrad.
3 Conjunction
4 Slide
tween himself and II ulda. 16, of Calhoun was killed
Saturday afternoon when her
car ran off Kentucky 136 in
•
•
McLean county some 4.6 miles
west of Calhoun.
Authorieres said Sam Kirby
Beall, 68, of San Angelo, Texas. was killed Saturday night
when he was struck while
walking on Kentucky 146 a
half mile west of Buckner.
Police said a Louisville man
was killed when a white van
struck several people at the
scene of an auto accident Sunday. The Van halted momentarily, then then sped away,
according to police.
According to police, five
persons had gotten out to inSO.
spect the damage in a two-car,
noninjury accident at the in•
tersection of Poplar Level
Road and Produce Way when
the van came along and struck
all five.
•
Police said
Michael
A
Burkhead, 19, of Louisville

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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throwing them away
"The whole thing is rather
tacky," said Linda Sundhenn,
assistant manager of a Brentano's bookstore in the
Westwood section of I.0s
Angeles. Of 10 hardcdver and
paperback books on the
Beatles, Brentano's only had a
few of each title left by
Wednesday night.
"There's a need to hold on to
something tangible. want to
hold a memory in my hands."
said Dana Levy. a 24-year-old
Lennon
fan
from
Philadelphia, as she scoured
New York's Broadway looking
for souvenir buttons and Tshirts. She found a large red,
white and black button for $1.
"In Memory of a Superstar,"
it read above a smiling photo
of I,ennon.
"I just really felt close to
him," a 22-year-old woman
said in Los Angeles. as she
purchased the slain exBeatles last album, "Double
Fantasy
"But to tell you the truth,
probably would not have
bought it- if Lennon had not
been killed, she said. "I felt
sick to gut in there arid sick to
buy the album.1.ennon and old Beatle
albums are being gobbled up
in mist parts of the country .
but not,say many record store
owners. to the degree Presley
records were following his
death three years ago.
"It isn't what it was with
Elvis Presley," said Kim Kittle. floor manager at Camelot
Music in one of northeastern
Ohio's largest shopping
centers. "Then we had people
crying in the stores. People
were calling in to reserve hundreds if dollars of records and
driving more than 100 miles to
get them.
"Elvis had a little bit
broader consumer base than
was dead at the scene. Three the Beatles or Lennon," Kittle
persons were take'n to Univer- said. "His career spanned a
little longer time and included
sity Hospital.
The deaths raised the state -people in the 40-to 45-year
toll to 774 for the year, com- range and down. Mostly 35pared with 849 through year-olds or younger are buying Lennon."
December 14th, 1979,
By DOLORES A. BAKCLA Y
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK iAP, -- Before
the tears had dried, before the
prayers were said, before the
cobwebs of confusion had been
brushed aside, the T-shirts arrived.
Before most of the World
knew John Lennon had died,
the buttons came.
Even in death, the slain exBeatle, like Elvis Presley and
John Kennedy before him.
could not escape the demands
of his public. Arid even at Sunday's 10-minute silent prayer
vigil, vendors hawked I
paraphernalia
New Yorkers bought—but- tons, balloons and T-shirts
before the silence began with
an announced
request:
-Please turn off all radios.
Please stop any sale or vending of any merchandise."
merchants and
manufacturers of celebrity
souvenirs were quick to put
their wares on the rack last
week. Mourning fans snapped
UJ3 the trinkets, many reluct• tly. And everyone was just
a II tle bit embarrassed to admit that a memory was being
bought.
One Century City , Calif..
store boosted the pricetag on a
"Hard Day's Night- poster
from the $35 it charged before
Lennon's death to $'2:1.:), The
owner of a junk store on the fringes of New York's Tunes
Square lined up smudged and
dusty Beatle picture postcards
in Ins display' case. hoping to
retch $5 a picture. Two days
earlier, he had thought of

The

Five Deaths Reported
On Kentucky Highways
During Weekend

61UU

-•
CHELSON'S

Mourning Fans Buy Trinkets In
Memory Of Beatle John Lennon
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Warner Communications Lennon fans don't think the
has pulled all advertising and same will happen with their
promotion for "Double Fan- hero's memory
tasy," a spokeswoman said,so
"I think the John I,ennon
Lennon wouldn't be exploited. crowd is more enlightened
The record, released Nov. 17, than the Elvis crowd," Ms.
has sold more than 600,000 Sundheim said.
copies, making it a "gold
Alan Slater of N.G. Slater
record," and it was on its way
Corp., one of the nation's
to becoming a 'platinumn
largest nianufactusers of butrecord" with sales of 1 million
tons, banners and other
The Colony, one of New
souvenirs, said he didn't think
York's busiest record stores,
the firm would be making Lensold more than 103 Beatle
non items.
albur4s in one day. In 30
"This is a downer," he said.
minutes, the entire stock of
"Presley was a glamour show.
"Double Fantasy" was sold at
Lennon stood for peace and
the Record Town Store in
quiet. To capitalize and make
Latham, N.Y.
money on that puts a damper
When President Kennedy
on it."
and the Rev. Martin 1.uther
Morton Ohren, president of
King Jr. were slain, memorial
coins and plates found their the Chicago-based Creative
way into many. American Fashions, said Lennon Tshirts — one a four-color
homes.
When Presley died. his photograph of Lennon, the
name or face was emblazoned other a group picture of all
on every conceivable surface: four Beatles — were not sellcandles, playing cards,finger- ing well. "We sold five times
nail clippers, belt buckles, key as much with Presley," he
chains. swizzle sticks, spoons. said.

Senator Sees Risk In
Change Of Tobacco
Production, Price Control
WASHINGTON AP —Sen.
Walter i Deet Huddleston
thinks there is risk in asking
Congress to change the burley
tobacco production and price
control program.
The Kentucky Democrat
said he is aware of the concern
about two short crops ins row,
largely because of weather
conditions.
.
But, he said before Congress'
is asked to make any changes
the industry should agree on
the course of action and even
then he felt there would be
some risk.
Huddleston said that asking
for changes could open the—
way for critics to renew attacks on the tobacco program
for health or budgetary
reasons. Some market

observers have expressed concern that the small domestic
crop could lead to greater
dependence on foreign burley.
Huddleston called underproduction an economic problern. He said overproduction
would increase federal cost of
the program and make it
harder to defend.
Quotas will be set early next
year for the 1981 crop. About
100 persons representing
various branches of the industry met recently in Lexington and agreed partly or
totally on numerous.proposals
to raise production.
Next year Huddleston will
become the ranking Democrat
on the Senate Agriculture
Committee.
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GIVE A GIFT
THAT WILL GROW
IN VALUE EACH
YEAR FOR A
HUNDRED YEARS

Autographed Copies Now Available of The

to'

Rodent Control
Program To Be
Sponsored

•

The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976
By Dorothy sod Kirby loommliss
(OPVRIC,OT 070

mined
At the Office In The Old Murray Democrat Bldg.

•• •

615 Maple St.

A;
•

(Smith's Fin. Printing Co.)

11*,
.

$15.00 Per Copy Plus Seles Tea
hie

Inc.

(Melding ond Pockoging Charge $2.50:
•

Every person with a family tie in Calloway County will
treasure this book — written, printed and published by
Dorothy and Kerby Jennings, 221 N. 13th Street, Murray,
Ky. 42071. Phone 502-753-4886.

753-5273

WAIL ABLE

4101411444,13,4411.4,•;-•

14,114‘44

The Calloway County Health
Department, in cooperation
with the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, is sponsoring a Rodent Control Program for Murray and
Calloway County.
Two thousand pounds of rodent bait has been mixed and
IS free to anyone in the city or
county that needs it. The
rodent bait is safe to use and
the directions for use are on
the package.
The health department
wants to thank ('in-Agra, Farris Grain and the Carpentry
Class at the Murray Vocational School for their help in
this program. The rodent bait
may be picked up beginning
Monday, Dec. 15, at the health
Crawford's
department;
Shell, Lynn Grove; Bucy's
Market, Almo, Burkeen's
Grocery, Faxon; Usrey's
Grocery, Kirksey, New Concord Grocery, New Concord
and Dee's Bank. Hazel,

You won't want to miss the distinc-

tive Christmas buying guide when it
appears for the last ime on December 18th!
4

You'll find gift ideas for everyone on
your shopping list in this easy-touse, convenient collection of gift
suggestions and sale priced items.
Why not make your shopping a little
easier this year?

Miierray Ledger
8r Times

PAGE '
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6 Help Wanted
CHIEF
PHARMACIST
for 218 bed Hospital
located in a beautiful
university community in
twin lake area of
western Kentucky. Exbenefit
cellent
Salary
program.
negotiable. Contact Administrator, Murray
Calloway
County
Hospital, Murray, Kentucky 42071,502-753
5131.

T:Stioiite Bldgs.
portable
Built
Custom
buildings. Call 753-0984.

fled9. Situation-WitResponsible 12 year old girl,
who knows first aid, would like
to babysit your children in your
home. Call 753-8527.
Will do babysitting in my home
or yours. 759-1931.

1. Legal Notice
Farmers
Home
Ad
ministration,
USDA,
desires
to
lease
approximately 794 square
feet of air-conditioned office space within the city
limits of Murray, KY

14. Want To Buy

2. Notice
house
do
Will
cleaning. Call 753for
Ask
0193.
Brenda.

Bidding material available
from
FmHA, County
Supervisor, Agricultural
Service Center, (P.O. Box
616) Short Jimtown Road,
Mayfield,
KY
42066.
Telephone Number 505247-9525. Sealed bids to
be opened at the above
address at 1:00 p.m.,
January?. 1981.

s,Jay's NAVY woman is no
longer landlocked Service at sea
is. now possible tor every NAVY
member It's one more reason for
you to consider a career in today's
NAVY
Not everyone will serve at sea
but the chance to be on board
and to visit exciting ports of call is
now available Add this new op
portunity for non-combat ship
service to the chance to serve at
shore bases around the world and
the result is a career opportunity
virtually unmatched in any other
I ield
The NAVY wants women who
Facts Free Store for the will provide leadership and sup
needy 759-4600
port for the world's finest, most
modern NAVY In return. the
,NAVY offers you top training in
1
one
of more than 50 career fields.
HIGH QUALITY, REST PRICES,
including electronics, aviation,
PERSONAL SERVICE. Open 9•5
and computer science,
9-nee.. SM.
Think about your future It you
want a career with excellent benefits, including 30 days paid vacation earned each year, free
753-11293
304 Mein
medical and dental care, and the
chance to serve in those faraway
exotic
you've only read
The Apple Tree School now has about lands
it you want the opporopenings for 2 year old tunity to be the very best in your
children A limited number of chosen held . then you're look
openings are also available for ing for the NAVY And, the NAVY
is looking for you
3-5 year 'old children'.
Today's NAVY •drers A mcist
Transp_ortation provided to and exciting career for today's
school woman Now, that career can be
from
public
at sea or on land Take
kindergarten programs. For in- fulfilled
advantage of the chance to leam,
formation about quality child travel and grow with today's
' care; phone -463-9356 days. modern NAVY
If you're a woman, 17-30. in
753-1566 nights, ,or visit the
good health, with a high school or
facility at 1503 Stadium View college
education, and you want
Drive
the unlimited personal and professional opportunities the NAVY
University Day Care and offers. can your local NAVY
Kindergarten will have some recruiter Or. call NAVY toll-free

2. Notice

----Bible

CARTER STUDIO

full time openings for children.
January 1981 We have classes
for all ages. in a state licensed
kindergarten. 753-619,9 or 7532967
TOMORROW 15
FEETHOVEKS BIRT142Akr

vtFr.

ITS A
ACT
60,FACT
r•PP

Want to buy Standing timber,
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up 7535592.

h

.

15. Articles For Sale

A

Stniclelty At.

0 STARKS 4)
00 HARDWARE (lo
12th 8 Poplar
753-1227
4TrfttePe relP0
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333
BIBLE CALL
-Faith and works"
759-4444. "Benjamin
Goes to Egypt" - 7594445.

5. orifand-F6nd
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Road. a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. If seen
or found call 753-0736
arcrivcrervorizorovoccrivizorcoirp

LOST
Male Basset
Hound in CirII carama area.
collar.
Red
Answers to
"Bill." Child's
pet. Reward
offered. After
1:00 p.m. call
or
753-2484
800-841-8000
on Georgia. call 800-342-58551
O 753-8964 anytNAVY.
ITS NOT JUST A JOB... wo !me.
ITS AN ADVENTURE.

12 Speed Drill
Press, Wood BurFranklin
ning
Stove.

One set of cattle racks tor
Chevrolet truck 753-5463,

20 'Sports Equipment,

totemereerereeeraot

The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration Of red tape in Ken
tucky Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville Juno.
lion KY 164-117 Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.
Want to buy used Winchester
AA shotgun hulls. Will buy any
amount in good condition. 7538153 after 530

WOW-- --THE SE
PRICES ARE
FUL

(Wrangler Levi and lee)

$12.95

44>

Christmas sale! Club aluminum
7 piece set, $27 99, 10 piece
set, $49.99: 11 piece set,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Double door; single doors;
closet doors; storm doors. See
at 104 N 12th.
Franklin wood burning stove.
753-9998.
Toy model trucks, several
models to choose from, great
for Christmas. Call 753-1372.

LEVI BELTS

2

WESTERN CLOTHES
HATS

60%

Vernon's 4
!Western Store

36. For Rent

Antique day bed. Best offer
Cal) 753-6232.
Antique mahogany drop leaf
table, 6 chairs. Hotpoint 30"
electric range. Call 759-1322.
Christmas sale! Correlle Expressions, 20 piece sets, all patterns, while they last. $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Frigidare refrigerator. Magic
Chef stove. Harvest gold. Call
753-7635 after 5 pm.
White, 1979 Kenmore heavy
duty 60 washer; full size bed.
mattress, box springs, and
metal frame. Call 753-6930.
0, HE WASN'T)
A BIRD

st,

-Limited SupplyReg.
$235.00

PURD011

RECORDS.-TAPES-STEREOS
irinritAilTINTO/
22. Musical

32. Apts. For Rent

Christmas
Special
you,(Awe or

/

A New

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1981
:
007, Christmas Club

Bank of
Murray

m

t-• 1/

Kelley's Termite
(
liaphPoenset7sC3.
o3n9tir:I

M. Miscellaneous

Member F.D.I.C.

24. Miscellaneous

Firewood, 18-24" seanee,-mixed hardwoods, $25 per
rick delivered Call 753-8536.
Seasonedfirewood.
Call 4362758.

100 N. 6tb St.
Murray, KY
Price

Reasonable

OPEN
Hours- 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Daily
Except Thurs., Sunday 8. Holidays
753-0972

INTRODUCTORY
PORTRAIT SPECIAL

".., AND WALKS THE
S7REE15 OF THE TOWN
AS AN ORDINARY MAN..

2-8110's
4-587's
20-Wallet

0*.1 $1000
$5.00 Deposit Required
Now Through December, 3 to 6 p.m.
During Business Hours
1411111•10ThIMM.CHNIMIP4

wanw*ww

Apartments for rent. near
downtown Call 753-4109.
Duplex for rent. All kitchen appliances, central heat and air.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437
For rent 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove, referigerator, washer.
dryer, dishwasher furnished.
753-9240._
One bedroom furnished apartment on Highway 121 North,
next to fairground, Single
preferred No pets. Call 753-

Call 753-8201

Santa Claus Suits For
Rent. Perfect For That
Christmas Party. Call
753-8201.

37. Livestock-Sip
-Wes
48 Feeder pigs, average 50 lbs
753-5463 or 753-0144
Ree Mar Arabians. visitors
welcome' Give an Arabian
horse for Christmas! Will
deliver 753-6126.

38. Pets-Supplies

Two bedroom apartment, Dog obedience classes AKC
redecorated, adults, no pets. German Shepherds and AKC
Lease and deposit. Call 753- Austrailian cattle dogs Call
436-2858
9208 after 4 pm

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St.
Across From Community Comm

Open Hours
Mon.8 Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30

753-3685

26. TV-Radio

STUDIO WEST
LISTEN,THOSE THINGS
HAPPEN IT'S NoTHING
'TO GET UPSET ABO

24. Miscellaneous

Firewood, seasoned oak and Used warm-morning style weed
hickory, 18", 24", Chainsaws or coal burning stove. Brick linrepaired, sharpened. Tree ed. 753-7838 after 6.
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853. 25. Business Services
Santa suit rentals. 759-4073.

mats Pbehm.phs

DROP IT-I'M NOT
MAO'

See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court. located at South
4th Street.

f.

Center 753-8201.

We Hare Chain Saws for
Rent.

28. Mob. Home Rents

eivizz4tais

"Wier
All 1111 CALL

WHY CAN'T YOU ALL
LIKE ZERO 20E5

V

Dixieland Coatis,(Roar) 'Chests/A S. Murray 753-0113

1406 West Mein •153-4

23. Exterminating

SHINE

$
175°°

Getting Ready For
Holiday Company, Rent
A Carpet CI
Today.
MURRAY RENTAL & SALES
753-8201

Construction Ilisaters
Sunset Boulevard
For Rent By /
1
2 A Day,
Day or Week. Call
Music
.
t
Murray Rental IL Sales
-

"Sattsfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"

Thurman's
Furniture
208 E Morn
Murray, Ky. 42071

504 LB

Call 753-8201

Extended Range Illuminated VU
linters • Super Hard Perm.
alloy Head• Tape Counter
• Bias Ind ED Settings for
Norrnai. CrO, and FeCr Tape•
Damped Vertical-Load Cancone Door• Front Panel
Mic Input and Headphone Jacks •
Total Mechanism Shut-off •
Col-neon -sr,' Size Rack Adaptable

1980 Pontiac SunbIrd 13,000 miles,
local one owner, 4 speed. air conditioner..
$4995.00

Kimball Piano
or Organ

DO YOU HAVE A
LAYAWAY PLAN
FOR JELLY
BEANS

lAp Splitter For Rent

SD 1000 TWO-SPEED FRONT LOAD
CASSETTE DECK
Two-Speed Operation • Dolby' Noise Reduction System •

16. Home Furnishings

rba.uniserowLaiiSmrau

rNERE ARE TIMES;'

Two bedroom Townhouse apartments all carpet range,
refrigerator dishwasher.
disposal, washer-dryer hookup.
central heat and air 753-7559
days or 753-7550 nights.
Two bedroom apartment. near
University, $250 per month
Call 1-328-8364 or 1-2414787.
Two bedroom duplex, available
January 1st, furnished or unfurnished Call 753-9400
Two bedroom apartments. Call
753-4331 or 753-3530 after 5
pm.
Two 2 bedroom apartments.
Close to campus. 753-9714.

t

111

HE PHANTOM LEAVES
THE JUNGLE,

6
11150 All electric furnished
home, 15 miles east of Murray
on private lot $149 per month
Jeff Deposit required Call
753-8536

For rent Double wide mobile
home on permanent founda
lion in Baywood Vista area
3
near Kentucky Lake
bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen
.95 Each
with refrigerator and stove, dinlarge Selection of
ing room, living room, storage
room beneath outside patio.
Large shaded lot Central electric heat Rent $150 per month, plus $7 50 water fee
22. Musical
many items hove been marked down with up* Available December 15, 1980
Phone 753-1721 after 4.30
1978 Baldwin Spinet piano,
to
Spruce sound board, excellent
3 pm, 753-3231 8 am to 4 pm
condition $1100, Peavey 200
Savings
it
s-For1Fei3 Two or 3 bedroom completely 34. HO-Use
Watt amp head and cabinet
10
miles
from
House
tor
rent,
%
furnished
HAVE
May
be
seen
at
BOOTS
with two 14 inch speakers. 4114)
INSULATED
ALL
Shady Oaks between 8 AM and Murray on Highway 94 East,
$500. Call 753-5889.
BEEN MARKED DOWN
long term lease available, $150
4 PM
Responsible party to take up
per month, deposit required.
monthly payment on Spinet
30. Business Rental Call 753-5156 after 6 pm.
piano, less than a year old
Nice 5 room country home with
Clayton's, 753-7575.
cookstove, bath, and utility
/Alai
Spinet-Console piano for sale
room. Near Murray. Couple. No
61L
44
Warehease
Wanted Responsible party to
pets. References. Deposit.
Olympic Plaza
take over Spinet piano. Easy
Storage Space
$150. 753-7551,
terms. Can be seen locally.
For Rest
Murray, Ky.-(502)753-9885
Nice 3 bedroom brick house for
Write: Credit Manager, P 0
7534758
rent. 753-4566, ask for Robert
etliii lilt iil Itif 3
Box 207, Carlyle, IL 62231
Wiggins.
house,
bedroom
Three
spacious, quiet subdivision. 2
mu
rrobati311 ma W..
car garage, central air, wall
Good for your systemheaters $350 month. Call 753.
9436
Two bedroom, near hospital.
Call 753-8049

\I

,HEy 5,4v," WHEN

32. Apts. For Rent

441

One Rock Of

ONLY $995.00

I'VE COOT ONLY
A NICKEL TO
SPEND

BASIC JEANS

fit

2.Mob. Home Rents

753-8786

Q

SOME OF THE 6REATE5T
MUSIC IN ALL THE
WORLD WAS WRITTEN
BY BEETHOVEN:

19. Farm Equipment

310 31:10

One color II., good condition.
$125. One black and white t.y.
$15. Call 753-8200.
Responsible person wanted to
take up small monthly payment
on like new 25" color t.v. Warranted_ Clayton's 1 & B Music,
753-7575,

27. Mobile Home Sales
1200 Mobile home.
Townhouse. 2 bedroom, 11
/
2
bath, new carpet, $4750 Call
437-4955
1974 Trailer, 12)(65, 2
bedroom, central heat and air.
Make down payment, take over
Payments. Call 753-7127.

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent; Mobile home, 10x42,
natural gas, furnished, near
University. Nice. Prefer one
male, Phone 753-3895 or 7533482.
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray No pets. 4894,11

(
7
1
Wishbone Leather
Shop
Ilwadmade by Leeal Craftsmen:
Belts •Purses •Wallets
Hatbands• Vests • Buckles
Notebook Binders A Bratis
Unique Boost •Dog Collars
Holsters •Pottiery and
More in Stock

MUMS
for the finest in handcrafted
linathergoods
Custom and Repair
Ayailable at Ritosonable Prices
Open 10 a.m. 016 p
Everydoy till Christmas

3454371

,wwwww

.111111111011110MINIF_

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1 1'

ents 32. Apts. For Rent
mshed
M urray
month
I Call
mobile
ounda
area
e
3
kitchen
we, dinstorage
patio
al elec!I mona tee
, 1980.
r 4:30
1 pm
npletely
.een at
AM and

ital

December 15. 1960

Two bedroom Townhouse apartments, all carped range
refrigerator.dishwasher.
disposal. washer-dryer hookup.
central heat and air 753-7559
days or 753-7550 nights
Two bedroom apartment near
University. $250 per month
Call 1-328-8364 or 1-24/4787
Two bedroom duplex, available
January 1st, furnished or unfurnished Call 753-9400
Two bedroom apartments. Call
753-4331 or 753-3530 after 5
pm.
Two 2 bedroom apartments
Close to campus.
753-9714Went
House for rent, 10 miles from
Murray on Highway 94 East.
long term lease available. $150
per month, deposit required,
Call 753-5156 atter 6 pm.
Nice 5 room country home with
cookstove. bath, and utility
room Near Murray. Couple. No
pets. References. Deposit
$150. 753-7551.
Nice 3 bedroom brick house for
rent 753-4566. ask for Robert
Wiggins
house
bedroom
I hree
spacious, quiet subdivision, 2
car garage, central air, wall
heaters $350 month. Call 753
9436.
Iwo bedroom, near hospital
Call 753-8049

38. Pets-Supplies

43. Real Estate

AKC 2 year old Doberman,
housebroken, obedience train
ed. very friendly Buyer must
have fenced yard Call 436
2851 '
AKC Basset hounds. 4 males,
$125 each Will hold for
Christmas 489-2599
AKC Shih Tzu male and female
small shaggy oriental beauties
champion sired pet and show
quality $250 and up Call 522
6052

Low cost home loan money
won't last long For applica
lions, incomes can vary up to
$22,500 for a five member
family Give us a cat now at
753-1492 for information 014
this 107 :8°. interest Yes, you
read right - under 1100 on a 25
year term. Dial 753 1492 Well
help you Century 21 Loretta
Jobs. Realtors
Mr Executive If you were ever
to believe an advertisement
believe this one! This hand
some trolevel is brick and wood
with wrought iron fenced court
yard Now picture this home
setting amongst dozens of tall
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
lawn underneath This spacious
home has everything game
room with free standing
fireplace, family room with
cedar paneling, brick fireplace
built in bookcases (very warm
and inviting) U-shaped kitchen
has quality cabinets and loads
of ceramic. 3 bedrooms, 3 full
baths.. Call 753-1492. We can't
begin to tell it all! Oh yes.
owner will consider partial
financing and owner wants otter now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors

Boarding and grooming for the
holidays! Daily or monthly
rates Heated kennel with outside runs. Hidden Valley Ken
nels, 435-4481. Lynn Grove
For sale Registered Minature
Dachshund puppies, also one 2
year old female Call after 5
pm. 753-7879

39. Poultry-Supplies
Nine Guinea's for sale Call
436-2745

40. Produce

JONES FRUIT
VEGETABLE
MARKET
305S.12th St
753-3773

Look at this beautiful 3
acre mini farm. Located 3
miles west of Murray.
Beautiful building spot.

Fresh from Florida:
Vine ripe tomatoes;
Large
navel
oranges; Bell Peppers and Cucumbers; Lettuce; New
crop Georgia
pecans, walnuts,
Brazil nuts- and
peanuts; Illinois red
and yellow apples;
White
baking
potatoes, 50 lb.
bags.
Open from 8
a.m. til 1 p.m. - 6
Days a Week.
We take food
stamps. For quality,
lowest prices in
town!

36. For Rent

Me

Getting Ready For
Holiday Company, Rent
A Carpet Cleaner
Today.
MURRAY RENTAL 6 SALES
753-8201

Construction
Heaters
For Rent By 1/2 A Day,
Day or Week. Coll
Murray Rental & Sass
Center 753-8201.

•

u

11141. ESTATE
PROPIRTY MANAGEMENT

soFTRAARI'El

43. Real Estate

.170YDMMORr"
L
i R EAL3 8
ES0I8A01E

i

i
i

New listing. 3 bedroom. 2 full
baths, brisi -veneer home,
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic size pool.
central heat and air, fireplace.
burglar alarm system. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate. 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585
Geneva Jones 753-6557

ilk

at Dill's
at South

753-1222

MIL
L.1111
- BUDGET
PLEASER
Keep
warm
economically
this
winter in this cozy 2
bedroom bungalow
located on quiet, no
outlet street. Very low
year-round
utility
bills, and for those cool
nights, a flickering
fireplace adds just the
right touch for comfort
and atmosphere. Attached 1-car garage
and beautifully landscaped, shaded lot. Offered at $34,600
through
Kopperud
Realty,711 Maih.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 Square foot insulated metal building
on 1 11 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost, $70's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
Want to buy a home but interest rates too high? It your income qualifies, apply for an
LOW INTEREST RATE loan today! The money won't last long
at this rate - so don't delay
Call Spann Realty Associates at
753-7724 today for further information.

fit
nt. near
109.

JAMES'
ANTIQUES
Custom Stripping and
and
Repairing
Refinishing. Custom
Cabinets and Woodworking. No dipping.
Hwy. 641 South
492-8850
We Buy
And Sell

Santo Claus Suits For
Rent. Perfect For That
Christmas Party. Call
753-8201.

tchen apI and air
2437
Livestock-Supplies
partment. 37.
washer, 48 Feeder pigs, average 50 lbs
urnished 753-5463 or 753-0144
Ree Mar Arabians, visitors
ed apart- welcome! Give an Arabian
1 North horse for Christmas, Will
Single deliver 753-6126
;All 753

437Real

38. Pets-Supplies

artment,
no pets
:all 753-

zpakuj

Moving
sale!
Includes
• refrigerator, wNer. dryer.
playpen, baby swing, and
various small appliances. Call
. 753-9750. 915 N 16th St

Call 753-8201

Estate

Wooded lot provides serene setting for newly decorated three
bedroom brick located lust
west of Southside shopping.
...Fenced backyard provides
...security for small children and
4ets. Glassed in back porch
7.4ust off U-shaped kitchen pro.
.ides seclusion and privacy
::sfransferrable loan available
orzith lower than current in:jerest rate
Dial 1531492 .Century 21 Loretta lobs.

Dog obedience classes AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
436 2858

CKLE BARBER SHOP
L. P. Miller St.
From Community Center

Open Hours
I. Tues. 7:30-12:30
tied Wednesday
Fri. IL Sat. 8:30-12:30

1•

753-3685

753-1222

la. immk
CONVENIENT
NcP

Lay-Away Now!

Town & Country
Yamaha
1 MI6 East On Nwy. 94
7534078

OPEN MONDAY'S

1'0 "41,1'
_
43. Real Estate

/-vcwrof
Attache Cases

Super constructed 2
story home with all thc
luxuries including central heat and air and
Fisher wood burning
stove. I,ocated on Kentucky Lake with its
own canal and boat
dock with year round
deep water. You must
see this one!

Also Many Other Gift Items

shbone Leather
Shop

i

Bolts •Pursies ries/allots
otbands• Vests• Buckles
loterbook flindors & Briefs
niquie Box•s •Dog Collars
Holsters .Pottery and
More in Stock

13 Acres of good farm
land, well constructed
3 bedroom home with
full basement locatel
only 212 miles froni
town. Owner must
sell!
1••4
N•..4..••
tAo
..,
..
P..... II...

ANIONS=

Twin Lakes Office
Products, Inc.
314 Mein Street
Polerrey, lerotorck• 42071
7S3 0123

345-21171

4
"

AVAILABLE

1972 Buick 225. 4-door ha'
top. engine and body go
needs transmission so''
Me loaders dare 1900
.
11.•
$225 753-0224 after 530 Pr'
FARMS HOMES
1975 Cadillac Coupe Devil .
BUSINESSES
damage to front bumper, r
lAKE AND RECREATIONAL
fender and door. $1500 or bo
PROPERTY
offer. Call 753-7827.
Listings needed! Offices
(Z,Coast to Coast. Buyers
1976 Chevelle Malibu Class
from
Everywhere.
4-door sedan. 305 V8. pow('
"Free" Catalog.
steering, power brakes, and air
18 plus mpg. Good southern
STROUT REALTY
I Kennon Br olt•
car. $1950, 753-9181 or 7531212 Colo/swot. ne
8124
MOW,
1968 Delmont Oldsmobile. 4753-0186
door, body and motor in good
Adlytio•
condition. $400. Call 7535463
44. Lots For Sale
r955 Ford 2-door sedan. V8
Tract of land approximately 17 straight shift. runs good good
acres, level cleared. 372 ft. restorable car. $250. 753-9181
frontage lust past Kingswood or 753-8124.
Subdivision.. State Highway
1972 ylonte Carlo. $325.
1550. $35.000 firm! Call 103- Needs some
body work. 753921-1403 after 6 pm
9181 or 753-8124.
45 -FirFTis or Sale
1915 Plymouth Fury, ac. ps,
Potential!! Prime location ph. 4-door sedan $1095. 75318'2 acre farm with frontage 1698.
on 3 roads. 2 bedroom house 1965 Thunderbird, excellent
with good well. With down pay- shape, new motor, new
ment, owner will consider transmission. 4 new tires, all
financing to qualified buyer. new brake system. 753-1217
Don't delay call today for ap- 1978 I-Bird Landau, black with
pointment. 759-1322 or 489- red interior, loaded Call 4892365,
2791 after 5 nrn
WQ,
PcrIvo•VCre•a•Vc,
0 44V•1 wolln
0

*

'tra;

311/44/1 Maul,/NC.

PIONEER

BOYER'S TREE SERVICE
professional tree care

Painting
Paper ha ngi
iieneral marntenance
r,

Keepsake

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR 8.
SAW SHOP Cold-

%mourned Doarnund Rin.,.

water, 489-2853.

Furches Jewelry
East Side Square

Murray. KY

7532835

=

1

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offeied

1979 Camaro Berlinetta lots of
extras. $5250. 435-4555.
1974 VW Dasher, 4-door stationwagon, automatic and air,
good condition, nice $1750.
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124

Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements. driveways.
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. Charles Barnett
753-5476

50. Used Trucks

Custom made cabinets, music
centers. book cases. hutcnes.
Reasonable. 436-2566.

Lop! For a.• , ,Jr repec •
.00ting, carpentry, plun
ind electrical work look
;Dore! Call 753-9226 or 753
9623. We'll do your lob largo
small All work done do
satisfaction
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan
Construction
Co
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
KY 42001-, or call day or night
1-442-7026
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.

1973 3'4 ton Camper trailer
Special. 68.000 miles. Call Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and grade3. Free
759-1816 after 4 pm.
estimates Clifford Garrison.
1978 Ford Custom F-150, 4- 753-5429
wheel drive. 28.000 miles, inSU-tie
-Column
cludes a Pioneer super tuner
ALUMINUM
stereo. $5000. 753-0195 after
Black. long-haired. 7 week old
SERVICE CO.
4 pm.
puppies. Already wormed. Call
Aluminum
and Vinyl
after 5 pm, 753-2407.
1978 Ford pickup truck. 391
Siding, Custom Trim
motor, air-conditioned, power
57. Wanted
Work, References.
steering, power brakes. 2 sets
Fraternity needs house. fur
753-0689 Day or
attires, mug grips and regular.
mshed if possible. 4 or more
tool box, red and white ApNight.
bedrooms. Call 767-2342
proximately 27.000, miles.
Located at Dexter 437-4959.
prYll'IMITIZITIZETWIrifirgirna
1978 Jeep pickup, automatic.
power steering, brakes, bucket
seats, AM-FM, 30.000 miles,
$539.
3
ti

4

Services50437-4961 Offered

Quarter Million
la
Dollars in Diamonds

Large selection with savings up to 75 -c new and used 21
Fence sales at Sears now Call
TV Sets $49.93
Sears. 753-2310 for tree
Stereos AM FM 8 track casettes $99.93
estimate for your needs.
Guttering by Sears. Sears conLarge Assortment of Cameras
tinous gutters installed per
Inclucfing 35 MM $39.93
specifications.
your
Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.
Polaroid or Kodak Instamatic
Heating refrigeration. electrical
Star-, at $9.93
repair, Bob Refrigeration SerBell 8 Howell Movie Projector
ti
vice, Hazel Kentucky 498-8370 ei
5
7
or 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
599.93
d
Insulation blown in by Sears.
Golf Clubs, Luggage, Radios, Taped
!
Gkreatmuthe0
save on these high heating and
l‘44131rif
Decks,
Field Glasses.
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310 for trettstimate.
Large selection shotguns and rifles,4
L & B Residential Carpet Clean- /
SK-31 Personal stereo by Pioneer. Stereo FM/ AM
"knives, old and new, some collector4
t;
e cassPtte recorder featuring Pioneer loaded deck
j ing 759-1147.
titems.
Straight Razors, Silver Coins,21
0 Programmable repeat, Song-finder, Edit switch,
Get the -TOTAL PICTURE:"
Memory switch, LED-record, power and repeat
Color portraits, black and
t
Sterling
Pieces.
d
indicators, Cr02 capability, One touch recording. 1 111 whites. hond oil end tinting.
We do all types of engraving
14
4.',
4" two-way speakers and 3-way power capability.

4
4
4
4
4
4

tt,

4

LOCATION
Near a shopping
center, this 3 bedroonh,
1 12 bath charmer
features a convenient
kitchen, economical
central gas heat and
central
a i rconditioning. A good
bay at $38,900. Owner
hW been transferred,
CARTER STUDIO
immediate possession.
753 8298
.304 Plain
Phone 753-1222, the
4
Kopperud
Realty ; Dixieland Center (Rear) Chestnut St. Murray 753-0113 141'
Plumbing and electric work 24
"Home Team", action done, Ronald 'Red- Gerfin
number 753-1222.
ta.g..,,a4V,a‘vc• WI) WI)WO Iro witraNioNvoN2.1,,3.
,o WOWO WO cyci 435-4234
PRICE JUST
REDUCED'
Large older home at
46. Homes For Sale
corner of 10th and
House for sale 2-3 bedroom
Poplar Streets. Exbrick on 1.9 acres, many taae
cellent location close
trees garden. all new plumbto city schools, public
(Clip Th's Ad From The Paper And Save
ing. Storm windows, shed and
library, and hospital.
garage
Woodstove
with
all
new
A good investment for
triple wall flu Call 435-4193
only $33,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty 75347. Motorcycles
1222 for full time real
753-5292
1980 Honda ATC 185 3estate service.
wheeler like nevi 753-4504.

e, Sunset Boulevard Music

4

Records--Tapes-Stereos

1978 Holly Park bedroom, 2 bath with
living room addition.
Central heat and air.
Fully furnished. This
is the Cadillac of all
homes.
mobile
Located on a large lot
with city water, good
garde* spot, fruit
trees, and grape at
bor. Close to town.

Brief Cases

)r the linos, in handcrafted
loathergoods
Custom and Repair
ridable at Reasonable Prices
Owen 10 rn. till 6 p.m.
Everyday till Christmas

1

...2.
7131144

1...• ll••••••1.•• ••••1•••••

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
304N 12th SI
Murray Kt 42071
04telle lie
.
401.49.400410

1

Gold and Silver
Paw Shops,1414

tli

OLYMPIC PLAZA

Siravvizzr viz <tit ti

i

12

For A Handy Reference)

Robinson 8, Day Painting
Contractors

WO
ell

0.34

All Paint and Labor
(with this ad)
Eyper enced-Quality Work

S

.,
ill

IF
ell

Fall Special 10% Off

Fire
911

Very Reasonable Price,

753-8333
Free Estimates

Police
911
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

CUSTOM KITCHEN S
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

MAGIC HAT
"Chimney Sweeping
in the fine old
tradition"
Business 436-2731

Leather Repair
&

Custom Work

t55.1713

1;
31
14
3012:
7
"-".
":
I
M

4

Dial-l-Serrice

43. Real Estate

ar
Pdons
& Thurman SI:
0
Ins
&
0
0
Real Estate
0
Southside Court Sq. 0
1)
Murray, Kentucky
Q
0
753-4451
0
a

*ramie by Lead Craftsman:

_

For sale 19/4 Monte Carlo
$950. Phone 753-8963
1967 Buick Grand Sport
Coupe, collectible, good corm
lion, minor repairs needed (
753-8860.

Need work on your trees( low,
mg, pruning, shaping
:
5Ie3te
6 removal and more

Like a quiet snow fall. a
Keepsake perfect
diamond engagement
ring speaks silently of
love. All Keepsake
perfect diamonds are
permanently regis
tered. with a lifetime
guarantee for perfect
clarity. fine white color
and precise modern
cut. Choose from our
collection of 14 Karat
gold Keepsake rifle
styles today

g

* 4 * 4* 4* 1
-,...-,-..,.....-__-_-_,-..........

49. Used Cars

and chips. Call for
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4
io Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319

t

Only'549"

To.

43. RealEstate

7
7
- 11Iwuir
:
elate
)
.

MEt(
311.0.1

46,
w

meg; 6110 tires good condition
Call 753 2470

IITE6

glistens .. .

a Keepsake
perfect diamond.
in

48. Auto. Services
•LI five spoke

I
1
1-1
43. Reallstate

Love

f

SUPERMARKET
ii.iwrimmocium
STREAMLINED
NEW HOME
1503 Clayshire, loved)
3 BR.. B.V. home,
country kitchen with
fireplace, electric
heat, very tastefully
decorated, only 2
years old. Attached
garage,
fenced i
backyard, nicely landscaped,
paved
driveway. Owner leaving state. Priced to sell
at $42,000.00.
IDEAL
COMBINATION
i
I Acreage,
B.V. Home,
1
Barn)
Almost
new
3I
bedroom, 2 bath B.V.,,
home with double
garage, Large 5-Stall
stock barn with electric lights and water,6
level acres lone acre
in Oak trees), fenced
for horses. House has
many quality features
- Entry foyer, den
with fireplace ( heat-olator) many spacious
closets, economical
heat pump. Only 3
miles from city on
paved road, restricted
area. Owners leaving
state, their loss your
gain. In 70's.

K &K Slump Remmei

•

Honda 110 3-wheeler t,
cellent condition, $700 Call
after 8 pm 753 5141 Also

ri

41. Public Sale

Rents

53. Services Offered

Honda mini trail. 511 cc
1W309_

_Pure honey tar sale, 753-1790.
" 914 Coldwater Road
We Have Chain Saws For
Rent.

47. Motorcycles

753-3151 tliERIEr
Ambulance
753-9332
753-5940

•CUSTOM SUM FURNYTURE
•CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN
CABINETS

FREE
Termite
Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish
Shrubs

&

Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
8 Billfolds

KELLEY'S TERMITE
8 PEST CONTROL

753-9736

753-3914

100 S 13th St
Murray Ky

753-5131
**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

1212 MAIN

753-6952

Radio Cab
Company

aii>

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

Quality Service
Company

6 a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352
'

Heating and Air
Conditioning Sales
Sales and-Service
Modern Sheet Metal
1 Service DePortments

753-9290

e.--*"r1 T

•

I

iir

I-•••

all till A a is . 1.1
.
.11442.-11 & a INIt'.71, Montaar , three-1130yr la. tad/

& FUNERALS
Mrs. Debbie Orr Is
Dead At Age 01 30

Legal Jackson Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Services Are Today

Futrell Orr, 30,
ItoyA
died early
‘-•ataltiyI utrittng at her home.
Legal Jackson of Dexter
Het death was ruled a
di At' and was attributed to died Saturday at 5a.m. at the
t,itta 'station by hanging, ac- Western Baptist Hospital,
Hut: to 1;tninly Walker, Paducah. He was 69 years of
• ironer tor Callaway t'ounty, age.
The deceased was born Oct.
t‘ It; pi anouneed hatr dead at
•t
ellt. at .1 tree at her home 27, 1911, in Calloway County
m Sunday . Walker and was the son of the late
atti di liii. proba bl been Charlie M. Jackson and Lula
t..t or Likl. or six hours as Mae Nelson Jackson.
Survivors include his wife,
a la tin it with someone
Mrs. Jessie Woodall Jackson,
.1. it Saturday.
as employed at Dexter; one daughter, Mrs.
laa, I 'al was a graduate Joe Doris Jean Watkins,
wwt•allay High Dexter Route 1; two sons,
, nd WtIS member of Willie F. Jackson and wife,
; noted !Methodist Martha, 1313 Poplar Street,
; t;;:.
Bot sliprn iS, l950, in Murray, and James Ronald
Olar% it Cotint‘ she was the 'Jackson and wife, Linda,
night: ;tt Mabel INinelson Reidland..
He is also survived by nine
, anti: \lad& tX. who surand Witliam Vernon grandchildren - Mrs. Shandra Williams, Mrs. Wanda
' atralla to died in 1953.
Sit.
\leen by her hus- Tucker, Mrs. Carla Hutson,
Charles Watkins, Miss Karen
Ur! . stepfather
,t: mottle: . Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, Wayne Jackson,
• at M tdde,, Nturray Route Miss I.isa Jackson, Miss
NR.s. Rt tier Laura Jackson, and Steven
, ; I•
Ni; it.. Benton, and Jackson; three great grandchildren.
;ron
Melvonna
The funeral is being held to'hare two half
l'andy. and day at 11 a.m. at the chapel of
Than ay Route the Linn Funeral Home, Benton, with the Rev. Eulas Greer
7, p
Mrs.
ttutu
Merrell, officiating and music by the
I
and iiss Cathy choir of the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
Men'phis, Fenn.
Serving as pallbearers are
rh. I onei ai is being held to,y
It pm at the Bethel Ricky Woodall, Dale Woodall,
Ntethittlist (Ihurch with Terry Hopkins, Jimmy Haley,
• Ia.\ I h;titi Wotidard of- Marvin McDaniel, and Clifton
, titling and Mrs Dee Edwards. Burial will follow in
the Stewart Cemetery in
•ata ; Fat ris as organist.
•,
a, trallbearers are Calloway County.
Farris.
.tohn Steele
dad. arid Ralph
IC ;tail it ill follow in
(loot( It with
• ,eents 15 the Mats
.att•I l‘teitat

g-uneral Services
.ipli Sunday For
1;eotge Morgan
Lh'erai tor George
;; 20:; Ash Street,
held Sunday at 2
the chapel of the Max
IC Fillter.11 Home with
.1 Burpoe ita Hag the music was by
I trayt: Baptist Church
Leland Peeler as
•
I.towney as
it'eRst:ie tient. and
1,titn. ',1-hininy and
ttit. Robert
NOWSUMV.
nal lit. 771 the Niarray City
;
H.(lied Friday
1. at the Murray\r .1
.tolltIty • Hospital.
1902. M Stewart
ait;eti;. he was the son
; tee it situ
Morgan and
'
telle Critt(lier. He IA'RK
a Ii.ith by his wife,
•e: ,ister, Viola Morgan,
. ate final-I-an-, Elbert Leen)
-art s., ve.1 by one
Tier 7".11
Mary Cain,
tat
t
son. Robert
•,Iti. W1111,-IttitipOrt, hid.;
Mrs. George
otildI at
bp tUters,
ta
trgan, Dover,
_at; r
sitdchildren;

Mrs. Ward Dies At
The Age Of 86 At
Mills Manor Home
The funeral for Mrs. Carrie
Ward, widow of B. C. Ward,
was held Sunday at 1 p.m. at
the chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
John Hoover officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
grandsons. Burial was in the
Rhodes Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Ward,86, a resident of
Mills Manor Nursing Home,
Mayfield,died there Thursday
at 10:50 p.m. She was a
member of the North Side
Church of Christ, Mayfield.
She is survived by four
daughters - Mrs. Georgia
Andrus, San Antonio, Texas,
Mrs. Leola Bruce, Mayfield,
Mrs. Clellon Harding, Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Geneva
Parsley. St. Petersburg, Fla.;
five sons - John W. Ward,
Mayfield Route 1, Rube Ward,
Sedalia Route 1, J. R. Ward,
Mayfield, Bobby Ward. Farmington Route 1, and Hughes B.
Ward,Detroit, Mich.
Also surviving are a step
daughter, Mrs. Allie Brown,
Sedalia Route 1; three half
sisters - Mrs. Irene West.
Mayfield. Mrs. Clara Thomas,
Sedalia Route 1, and Mrs.
Nellie Fields, Sedalia: three
half brothers - Van Sullins,
I.ynnville, Joel Sullins,
Dublin. and Johnny Sullins,
Fa rinington: 48 grandchildren; 43 great grandchilaren.
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15.99 apr
GIV1AC rates on
New Chevrolets Until
Jan. 2, 1981
on 48 Months
1Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, hpc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
753-2617
Chevrolet
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W. R. Sergent Is
Dead At Age Of 65;
Services.Are Today

Rites Held Here
For Steve Jones

New House Republican Leader
Says Proposed Pay Raise Is Dead

Final rites for Steve Shane
Jones, 4, were held Saturday
Michel added that the next Congress,
WASHINGTON(AP)- The man who
vetoed a measure appropriating funds
William Robert Sergent, at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
in which Republicans will control the
will lead House Republicans in the new
for the Justice Department because
father 9( Mrs. Martha Vell Max Churchill Funeral Home
Senate and gain strength in the House,
Congress says a proposed $10,000-plus
lawmakers added an amendment barrLatham of Murray, died Fri- with the Rev. Elijah Balentine
must reconsider a pay raise or
congressional pay raise is dead. If Rep.
ing the department from going to court
day at 11 p.m. at his home at officiating. The music was by
Robert H. Michel is right, the lamePresident-elect Ronald Reagan's "adto seek busing as a means of
611 North Fifth Street, William, Nancy, Lana, and
duck
ministration
96th
is
Congress
going
may
reach a comto have serious
desegregating schools.
paducah. He was 65 years of Patricia Balentine.
promise
problems"
on
the
sensitive
attracting capable top-level
issue in time to
Carter said the busing amendment
age.
Pallbearers were Jerry
keep a large chunk of the federal
workers.
was unconstitutional and the House did
Mr. Sergent was a member Thorn, Randy Akein, Richie
Reagan supports the pay hike.
not even try to override the veto
of a Baptist Church, a retired Morris, and Bill Wilson. government from going broke at midMeanwhile, as the Congress was
night.
because it apparently would have been
electrician,a veteran of World Burial was in the Jenny Ridge
meeting Saturday, President Carter
The 17 percent pay raise, which
sustained.
War 11, and a member ,of Cemetery.
would hike the salary of a member of
American Legion Post 359 at
The little boy died Thursday
Paducah. Born Jan. IS, 1914, night in a fire at his home on Congress from $60,662 to $70,900 and
raise the salaries of 34,000 top-level
he was the son of the late Hardin Route I.
government employees, is attached to
(Continued from Page 1)
James Sergent and Ora SumHe is survived by his an omnibus spending bill.
mers Sergent.
mother, Mrs. Nelda Jones;
Unless
that
bill
is passed by midWrather-West Kentucky Museuni.
Survivors include his wife, three sisters - Mrs. Cindy
favor were regents West, -student
Mrs. Mallie Collins Sergent; Gibson, Mrs. Angie Underhill, night, the State, Justice, Commerce, Renovation of the building is nearing
representative Terry Clark, Jere Mccompletion,Curris told the board.
two daughters, Mrs. I.atham and Jennifer Jones; grand- Treasury and Health and Human SerCuiston, Morgan and Christopher.
The regents had previously approved
of Murray and Mrs. Jane parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl vices departments will lose their
Voting against the motion were Bill
a resolution naming the museum the
Wiley, Paducah; one son, Don- Jones and Mrs. Laura S. Mor- authority to spend money, as will most
Carneal, Howard, Mrs. Sara Page, Setindependent federal agencies.
Wrather Museum but that name drew
nie Sergent, Paducah; two rison.
tle and Woodall.
And without the power to spend, Rep. criticism from a citizens group known
• Approved the award of the univer-,
sisters, Mrs. Martha Pfeiffer,
Jamie
L.
Whitten,
D-Miss.,
warned
as
the
Jackson
Purchase
Museum comDayton, Ohio, and Mrs. Lillian
sity's group life and medical insurance
over
the
weekend,
"they
will
have
to
mittee,
that
had worked throughout the
for faculty and staff members to the
Penix, Pottsborough, Texas:
close virtually every building" in
region to raise funds to support the
half sister, Mrs. Norma Kyle,
Travelers Insurance Co. effective Jan.
Washington.
museum.
1. The university received bids from 19
Pottsborough,Texas; brother,
Despite
meeting
for about 12 hours
"I feel the recommendation we made
Johnny Sargent, Kodak; eight
companies in an effort to reduce inSaturday,
Congress recessed until tois the most satisfactory one we could
grandchildren; seven great
surance costs. The annual premium
Funeral services for
day after failing to agree on the pay
make," regent Bill Morgan, Benton, a
grandchildren.
quoted on the Travelers' bid amounted
Cleatous H. Jackson, Sr., 92, raise proposal.
member of a board committee apFuneral services are being Farmington Route 1, were
to $568,000.
But Michel, interviewed on ABC's
pointed to study the naming of the
held today at 2 p.m. at the held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
• Was advised by West that the Faculmuseum,said. •
chapel of the Roth Funeral chapel of the Byrn Funeral "Issues and Answers"Sunday,said the
ty Senate would like to give some input
pay
raise
had
become
"a
dead
Christopher,
issue,
who
served
as
chairman
Home, Paducah, with Home,Mayfie(d, with the Rev.
into a possible revision of the faculty
there's no question about it," indicating
of that committee,said it is believed by
Franklin Bray officiating.
handbook.
A. W. Landis and the Rev. a compromise could
be
reached
the
committee
easily.
that
the
new name will
Pallbearers are Amos, Robert Herring officiating.
"The faculty would like a handbook
The
Illinois
congressman
indicate
is
on a
a "broad scope" for the faciliJames, and Bobby Wiley,
which is a statement of board policy,"
Grandsons served as House-Senate conference
ty.
committee
Donald and Danny Bottoms, pallbearers and burial was in
West said.
A curator for the museum is expected
and Jerry Outland. Burial will the Maplewood Cemetery that arranged to take up the pay raise
• Adopted resolutions honoring the
dispute again today. Discussing his
to be named by March 1 and the
follow in the Mt. Kenton there.
Women's Cross Country team for its
prediction that the pay raise would be
museum is scheduled to be open by late
(7emetery at Paducah.
OVC championship, the Women's TenMr. Jackson died Thursday
dropped from the bill, Michel said Sun- fall of 1981.
nis team for its KWIC championship
at 7:20 p.m. at the Community
day: "I'm going to be a conferee and
In other action Saturday,the board:
and the Debate team for its OVC chamHospital, Mayfield. He was a
that's exactly what's going to happen."
• Adopted a resolution honoring
pionship.
retired farmer.
In
complex
parliamentary
regent Bob T. Long, a semi-retired
• Accepted three separate gifts of
Survivors include four maneuvering Saturday,
the House and
operator of a concrete firm in Mayfield,
horses to the university for its equine
daughters - Mrs. St. L. Alex- Senate tossed the
stopgap spending
for his 16 years of service as a regent.
science program. The horses were
package back and forth, with the House
Mrs. Marvin Arlie) Ed- ander and Mrs. Glenda
His term expired this year.
donated by Chauncy Hatch, Vero
wards died Saturday at 1:10 Towery, Mayfield, Mrs. approving the pay raise and the Senate
•Reached a stalemate on a motion by
Beach, Fla.; David Heady, Owensboro,
Almeda Ray, Detroit, Mich., scuttling it.
p.m. at the Marshall County
West that the board adopt a policy
and Harold W.and Mary E. Crouse, St.
Mrs.
and
Mary
Jo
Gibson,
The House finally agreed to remove
Hospital, Benton. She was 93
under which board members would
Joseph, Mo.
years of age and a former resi- Washington, Mo.; four sons- the pay raise from the bill if the Senate
have "timely access and copies of
Accepted the gift of a ski barge,
Lewis
and
Odean
Jackson,
would agree to drop scores of pet prodent of the Oak Level Comuniversity books and records." The
engine and trailer from A. Y. Jones,
Mayfield, Elmo Jackson, jects its members had attached
munity of Marshall County.
vote on the motion deadlocked at 5-5
as
Eddyville,in support of the university's
She and her . husband. Mar- Fairfax, Va., and Cleatous amendments to the spending package.
resulting in the stalemate. Voting in
biological station program.
Jackson, Jr., Farmington;
vin, who survives, would have
one sister, Mrs. Ethel
observed their 75th wedding
anniversary on Jan. 14, 1981. Sheridan, Coldwater; 19
grandchildren; 23 great
On that date in 1980, the couple
grandchildren; one great
The Paducah Symphony's: tempo and dynamic." And of the New York Philharmonic, of which are taken
was interviewed by the
from the
great grandchild.
November concert will be "Romeo and Juliet," "...a Chicago Symphony, Boston National Public
WPSD-TV and featured in the
Radio
played on WKMS Tuesday, beautiful finale to an evening Pops, and the Cleveland Or- Satellite System.
local news media as probably
Dec. 16, at 8 p.m. The concert of good music that young and chestra.
the couple having been marBruce Smith, general
was taped live on Nov. 22nd by old could and did enjoy."
ried the largest number of
manager,says that the station
Murray's WKMS-FM, 91.3 on
Tuesday nights are devoted is excited to
The concert Tuesday is part
years in this area.
be able to give
Word has been received of the dial.
of a series of broadcasts of to the best concert perfor- wider exposure
Mrs. Edwards was a
to the
According to conductor symphonys heard weeknights mances that they can obtain Paducah Symphony,
member of the Carter Mill the death of Mrs. James
a fine
Katheryn )Overcast who died Gerald Welker, the recording
from around the world, many
out WKMS-FM. They include
Holiness Church, Born Oct. 11,
group of regional musicians.
1887, in Calloway County, she today at 2 a.m. at her home in is an accurate representation
was the daughter of the late Memphis, Tenn. She was 54 of the performance, and is a
• Alax Wilson and Ona Miller years of age and her death tribute to the acoustics of Jetfollowed an extended illness.
ton Auditorium. The symLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- telephone interview, "He is loan guarantees available naWilson.
Mrs. Overcast is survived phony played Beethoven's Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., will vitally interested in all of tionwide
Survivors include her husover the next five
band, Marvin Edwards; three by her husband, JameS% her Symphony No. 1, Debussy's look at three energy bills of them still."
years.
mother,
Mrs.
William
Barr,
One measure would in"Prelude to the Afternoon of a Kentucky interest to see if
daughters - Mrs. Armenta
Duncan, Calvert City Route 1, and one son, Bill Overcast, Faun," and Tschaikovsky's they can be revived in the crease the federal help
Memphis,
Tenn.; one Overture-Fantasy to "Romeo Republican-dominated Senate available under the energyMrs. Pauline Prinz, St. Clair
impact assistance program Federal-State Market News Service
of the new Congress.
Shores, Mich.. and Mrs. Okie daughter, Mrs. Robert Col- and Juliet."
December 15, 1980
Dr. Welker conducted the
Jean Scott', Paducah; two eman, Virginia Beach, Va.;
In the 96th Congress, the for areas - such as Hender- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
sons, Ruble Edwards, Calvert two grandchildren. David and entire concert without a score, bills passed the Senate, with son County, Ky. - that face Report Includes5 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act. 816 Est.
Barrows &
City Route 2, and Leon Ed- Gently_ Coleman; one aunt, and according to critic__Ford, in the majority sudden growth as synthetic Gilts .50-.75 higher Sews450
steady to .50
Mary
Mrs.
Turnbow,
and
higher
some SI 00 higher
fuel
plants
or
other energy
William Carson from S.I.U.'s Democratic party and on the
wards, Popinabee, Mich.; one
US 1-2 210.240 HA
044.25-14.50
sister, Mrs. Bertie Holland, several cousins in the Hazel music department, "What Energy Committee, helping projects are developed.
US 2210-2501bn
044.0844.25
Ford was chief sponsor of US 2-3 240-260 the
$43 50.44101
they (the audience) paid for shepherd them through.
Rivieria Beach, Fla.; one area.
US 2-4 2S0-270 the ......... 542.sa43.zto
The funeral will be held at 2 was good music, and that is
brother, Fray Wilson, MurAll died in the House in the the bill. It was to increase the Saws
p.m. Tuesday at the exactly what they got." Of the last days of the session. said assistance program's budget US 1-2 270-350 lbs
833.00-35.00
ray.
US 1-3 300-150 lbs.
$34.0817.00
Also surviving are 14 grand- Presbyterian, Church, White Beethoven".. The strings Mike Ruehling, a spokesman from $150 million to $400 US 1-3 450-.500 lbs.
$37.00-38.00
million a year, making $1.75 US 1-3 500-650 lbs
838.00-38.50
children; 22 great grand- Haven, Tenn., with burial to opened the concert with rich, in Ford's Washington office.
US 2-3 308500 lbs. ..
833.00-34.00
billion in grants, loans and Boars 29.00-3100
'...beautiful
children; and five great great follow in a cemetery at Mem- lush, tone," '
However, Ruehling said in a
phis. Tenn.
sounds of the Paducah wind
grandchildren.
section."
The funeral will be held
Of the Debussy, Carson
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
says, "...fine performance,
chapel of the Linn Fureral
full of careful nuance, both of
tionw, Rental!, With the .`ev..
Bernice Phillips and the Rev.
Pete Keeling officiating.
The West Kentucky Fur
Burial will follow in the Mt. Takers Association will hold
Zion Cemetery in Calloway its first fur sale of the season
County.
on Saturday, Dec. 20, at the
A
Friends may call at the West Kentucky Livestock and
The
Murray
Civitan
Club's
funeral home.
9-9 M-S
Exposition Center located on
1-6 Sun
Dec. 18th meeting will be a
College Farm Road.
dual purpose affair. It will be
Bel-Air
Center
The sale starts at 9 a.m. their
annual Christmas
Prices of stock of 'ma I interest at
with the doors open at 7:30 meeting
noon. EDT. today, furnished to the
and also a Seek
Ledger 8 Ttrnes by First of Michigan, a.m.
Meeting. Prospective
Corp.,el M urt ay,are as follows
The public is invited. members will
be the guests of
Industrial Average.
However,only members of the
the club at its 7 p.m. meeting
Sir Products
ii -.4
association may sell at the on
Thursday,of this week.
AllteriCall
auction, according to Earl
to
t
Dr. Darrell Schiebinger,
incroon Telephone .
Allen. National buyers will be
45t's S
director of Cedar Lake Lodge,
I lti7,11.r
present. Terry Shoemaker,
Ford Motor
19',. -.0
La Grange, guest speaker,
.1 A
.......
local auctioneer, will conduct
will present an audio visual
lenegal Dynamic
374 .
04
the
sale.
I kneral Motors
43'
program on "Residential
General Tire
Further information may be Facilities
18
for The Mentally
2pi„
* FREE GIFT WRAPPING*
•Sli'lltrxi
obtained by contacting Allen and Physically
I ioalal ear•
laa'n f
Handicapped:
at 436-2686.
.4
JEANS
A
Goal."
Civitan
I lank's,
..ii ÷
9
_%
-0 c)
nES
_
lieublem
M'•S
Ryan Graham, chairman of
sells
I.R.M.
. 65'. -',.
TRAIN
WRECK
the Christmas Gifts commitJerks,
!I .If 21...tA
LEATHER
A train wreck in 1903 took
Konarilbs
tee, will assign the distribuPANTS
K,,),,, lute
:a. IS
the
lives
of
13
Purdue
football
Prom alt
tion of 20 gift certificates
.210.9 players, a trainer,
JEWELRY
thiakei Oats
an assisworth $25 each for groceries to
I•
o
BOWS
48 • I
tant
coach,
and
a
businessman.
selected needy families in the
I N 1.111Nlo o oo
traveling with the team.
community.

Regents...

C. H. Jackson, Sr.
Dies At Hospital
With Rites Sunday

Former Resident Is
Dead At Age 01 93;
Funeral Is Tuesday

WKMS Will Air Paducah Concert

Mrs. Overcast Dies
At Her Home Today

Ford To Look At Three Bills

Hog Market

4 Merry Christmas

West Kentucky Fur
Takers Will Hold
First Fur Sale
Murray Civitan Club
To Have Dual Purpose
Meeting Dec. 18

CHRISTMAS SALE
at

KING'S DEN

Stock Market
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Now Thru Christmas

4 Merry Christmas .k
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